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ÀBSTRACT

The pre-Permian sediments that underlie the gas and oiI
productive cooper and Eromanga Basins at Gidgealpa are part
of the canbro-ordovician warburton Basin sequence. This

thesís integrates detailed seismic rnapping of the pre-

Permian structure at Gidgealpa, with other geological
erements of petroleum prospectivity incruding oir and gas

shows, source rocks, source maturity, reservoir development,

seals and mígration pathways.

The tectonic styre of the pre-permian structuring appears,

fron well and seismic evidence, to be the product of a

leading imbricate fan thrust system. past workers have

descríbed a repeat section within the Gidgearpa l- well based

on discordant trirobite fauna and this thesis presents

detailed evidence for the occurrence of repeated sedimentary

units in two additionar wells. The resurts of two-dímens-

íonar thrust ramp modelling of the pre-permian are also used

to support a thrust origin for the structure seên on

seísmic.

Geochemical anaryses of the pre-permian source rocks, show

they are late mature for oir generation and have rittre
renaining oil potential. They probably generated some oir
before deposition of the cooper Basin sequence, âs evidenced

from the biodegraded nature of some pre-permian oir shows.

Formation water anaryses are used to prove hydrologicar
communicatíon between the cooper and pre-permian sediment,s.

such rinkage shourd assist hydrocarbons to migrate from the
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cooper Basin, but it also increases the risk of top sear to
sub-unconformity traps. vuggy fractured dolornítes have

demonstrated good porosity and permeabirity wherever

encountered at Gidgearpa and are the main pre-permian

reservoir target. The vugs appear to be controrred by the

original wackest,one texture Ín contrast to the fracturing
which is tectonicarly controrred and a product of the thrust
system. Potentiar karst porosity was recognised from

wireline rogs and is also a pre-permian reservoir target.

Three petroleum exploration plays within the pre-permian

emerged; two with the petroreum charge coming from the

overlying cooper Basin and the third deriving its charge

f rom within t,he pre-permian itself . Reservoi rs f or the

first two prays are either karst limestone "buried hirrs" or

vuggy fractured dolomite sub-unconformity traps. The third
playtype involves a vuggy fractured doro¡nite reservoir and a

thrust fault imbricate trap deep within the pre-permian.

Two recent wells were targeted at
sourcedr pre-Permian pIays. The

of these two wells are discussed.

each of

resul ts

Cooper Basin

inpl i cations

the

and
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Chapter 1-

INTRODUCTION

1.1- OBJECTIVES

The prinary objective of the study is to províde

seismic time structure naps of the predominantly

Cambrian age Kalladeina Formation over the Gidgealpa

South area that aIlow an assessment of its prospect-

ivity for hydrocarbon accumulations. Atthough

Kalladeina Formation seismic reflectors have previousry

been recognised at Gidgealpa, this study is the first
to rigorously map and integrate these reflectors with
local petroleum well control.

FoIlowing structural mapping and interpretation, a

variety of play types within the Kalladeina Formation

were examined, including unconformity, karst and fault
traps . Particular enphasi s r/ras di rected towards the

sediments unconformably overlying the Kalladeina
Formation as these were recognised as critical top

seals and potential petroleun source rocks for some of
the play types described.

L.2 REGIONAL SETTING

Gidgealpa is a gas and oil field near lr1oo¡nba, about 800

kilometres NNE of adelaide, South Australia. Com-

mercial gas accumulations occur at Gidgealpa within
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the predominantry permían age cooper Basin sediments

and oil reserves are rnostry confined to the overrying
Jurassic-Cretaceous age Eromanga Basin sedimenis.

The cooper Basin at Gidgearpa provided the first
commerciar gas discovery in south Austraria in i.963.

The cambrian warburton Basin sediments beneath were

also a primary target (Wopfner, L966), however no gas

reserves were ever found in these rocks. rt is the

warburton Basin sediments at Gidgealpa, in particuLar

those within the Karradeina Formation member, which

form the subject of this study.

wopfner (L972) was the first to name and define the

warburton Basin. More recentry, a comprehensive study

of the warburton gasin by the south Australian
Department of Mines and Energy (SADME) has produced two

internal reports (Gatehouse j-98 j., j-983 ) and one

published paper (Gatehouse L986 ) . Gatehouse ( 19g6 )

defined the warburton Basin as containing sediments of
Earry cambrian to Devonian age approximatery bounded to
the south by the Muloorina Ridge, the north by the

Arunta Block and the west by the Musgrave Block. The

eastern boundary was not defined except that it was

"east of northeastern South Australia" (Figure j-).
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]-.3 STUDY AREA

Figure 2 shows the outline of the study area. Early in
the study both the north and south Gidgealpa domes were

included. The north Gidgealpa dome was later excluded,

as a significant new addition to the available seismic

grid was being acquired and processed and was unlikely
to be available for this study. The quality of the

older seis¡nic Iines in the Gidgealpa North dome,

particularly at depth, is generatly poor due in part to
the high dips within the Kalladeina Formation as

revealed by the dipmeter in Gidgealpa L. The Gidgealpa

south done has eight werl intersections of Karladeina

Formation compared to two at Gidgealpa North as well as

better quality seismic coverage.

L.4 WELL CONTROL

Tabre 1 lists the ereven welrs that have intersected
9üarburton Basin sediments at Gidgealpa South and

indicates the footage of Kalladeina Formation and

Mooracoochie Volcanics penetrated in each weII. (Note

that feet and inches are still in use by the petroleum

industry in this region due nainly to the great bulk of
historical data that was recorded using these units.)
The geographic distribution of these wells can be seen

in Figure 3.
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TABLE 1

GIDGEALPA SOUTH - WARBITRTON SEOI]ENCE FORMATION
TOPS AND THICKNESSES

\\,ELL NA},ÍE
KALLADEINA FM

TOPS TK

MOORACOOCHIE VOLC

TOPS TK
TOTAL
DEPTH

Gidgealpa 5
Gidgealpa 7
Gidgealpa 9
Gidgealpa 16

Gidgealpa 17

Gidgealpa 19
Gidgealpa 21
GidgæJpa 23
Gidgælpa 27
Gidgealpa 35
Gidgealpa 36

7620
7567

7451

7238
7607
7734
7537
7406
75r8

734
2858

776

geg

102
&
9

194
103

8354
10425
7386

7382

369
157
149

8723
10582
7535
8227
7479
8207
7709
7798
7546
7600
7816

97

762t 195

Note: All depths in feet from the Kelly Bushing.
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1..5 SETSMIC CONTROL

Tabre 2 lists the 220 rine kironetres of seismíc

records used in the interpretat,ion of the study area.

The lines are listed by rine name, porarity and dispray
format. The seismic arid size throughout much of the

study area is equal to or less than one square

kilo¡netre. rn this report the acquisition of three

additional seismic lines is recommended to adequatery

define one of the deeper structural play types. The

rines are located in the southeast corner of the study

area and are parallel to 83-GDL2 (Section 7.3).
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TABLE 2

SEISMIC DISPLAY PARAMETERS USED AT GIDGEALPA SOUTH

LINE NAME

82-MES
82-MET

I 3-GD0 1
I 3-cD02
I 3-GD0 3
I 3-cD0 4
I 3-cD0 5
I 3-cD0 5
I 3-cD06
I 3-GD0 7
I 3-GD0 I
I 3-GDo 9
I 3-cDl 0
I3-cDl1_
I3-cD1_2

84-rQN
I 4-rQr

85-YFE
85-YFF
85-YFG
85-YFH
8 5.YFJ

87-AYX
87-AYY
87-AzA
87-AZH

DISPLAY
POLARITY

Reve r se
Reve r se

Reve r se
Reve r se
Reve r se
Reve r se
Reve r se
Reve r se
Reve r se
Reve r se
Reverse
Reverse
Reve r se
Reve rse
Reve r se

Reve r se
Reve r se

Reve rse
Reve rse
Reve r se
Reve r se
Reve r se

NormaI
NormaI
Normal
Normal

DI SPLAY
FORMAT

20rPrl5rPs
20TPr/srPS

20rPr/51P5
20rPr/srPs
20TPr./srPS
2ÙTPr/srPS
20TPr/srPS
2 0rPrl5 r Ps
2ïtPrt/5TPs
2ïTPr/srPS
2ïTPT/srPS
2ïTPr/sT.PS
20TPr/srPS
20TPt/srPS
20rPr/srPs

2ïTPr/5rPS
20TPr/srPS

l-0rPrl5rPs
L 0TPr/5 r PS
L 0TPr/5 r PS
L 0TPrl5r PS
L 0TPrl5 rPS

20TPr/51P5
20rPT/sTPS
20TPT/sTPS
2ïTPr/srPS
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Chapter 2

STRATIGRAPHY

some 900 wells have been drilled into the cooper and

Eromanga Basins in PELs 5 and 6 in south Austraria, but

onry ten of these have penetrated greater than 300 feet of

Karladeina Formation. The stratigraphy of the cooper and

Eromanga Basin is well estabrished as a resurt of many

detailed sedimentorogicar, pârynological and seismic

studies. The stratigraphy of the vüarburton Basin however,

is comparatively poorly understood.

2.L WARBURTON BASIN STRATIGRAPHY

Figure 4 shows the 9üarburton Basin chronostratÍgraphy,

based mainly on trilobite fauna, throughout pELs 5c6

and has been published in part by the author in
Roberts, Carroll and Sayers (L990). The faunal dales

were determined ín the main by the late Dr B DaÍly
(University of edelaide) and are to be found in the

unpublished WeII Cornpletion Reports. Much of the weII

contror for this chronostratigraphy was derived from

the Gidgealpa area. Figure 5 (Enclosure j.) highlights
the Gidgearpa chronostratigraphy and contains a number

of refinements when compared to that published by

Roberts et al ( op cit, ) . Some of the refinements

include:
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The removal

Gidgealpa L9

L3

of repeat sections in Gidgealpa 7,

and Gidgealpa L.

The inclusion of Gidgealpa L7 and Gidgealpa 2L in
which the basal section has only recently (this
study) been interpreted to belong to the Warburton

Basin sequence.

The ordest member of the warburton Basin sequence at
Gidgearpa is the Mooracoochie vorcanics. This is
overlain by the Kalladeina Formation, the most

prospectíve section of the warburton Basin sequence for
oi1 and gas exproration. rnnamincka Red Beds and

Dullingari Group appear to be younger than the
Karladeina Formation arthough contacts between these

three members have not been intersected.

Type

rock

rock

weIl

sections for each of the four Warburton Basin

units were designated by Gat,ehouse ( 19g3 ) . The

units and type sections ( including the reference

and depth interval ) , are Iisted below.

TYPE SECTTONS OF ROCK UNITS

Rock Unit Inte rval

Dullingari Group

Innamincka Red-Beds

Kalladeina Formation

Mooracoochie Volcanics

9049,

7050'

6420,

77 68,

L1 588 '

L2638,

11860,

L0935'

WeII Name

Dullingari L

Innamincka L

Kalladeina L

Gidgealpa 3



Mooracoochie Volcanics

Derivation of the Name:

L4

27"48'S and longitude
PIan l-5 (copy held by
and Energy).

tapilli
rhyol i t
wi thin
Sericit
doloni
Sphe rul
Gidgeal
fragmen

Mooracoochie Hi11,
L39o4L'E, shown on
the SA Department

lat i tude
Pastoral
of Mines

Distribution: In the subsurface only, it occurs in
Gidgealpa L to L4, L7 and 36, Spencer 1_ andKalladeina 1-. Occurrences in Cuttapirrie L,
Coongie L, and paning l_ are regarded as Moora-
coochie Volcanics equivalent. Andesi te ínter-
sected in Murteree AL is rithologicarry different
from the llooracoochie Volcanics but rnay be equiv-
alent. Silt sized volcanic debris in Þinna L may
be related to the material in Murteree AL.

Type Section: Gidgealpa 3, located at latitude
27"58'29uS and Iongitude L40o3rL2',8, over theinterval 7,786 to L0,935 feet.

Li thology: Gidgealpa 3 contains pink tuff, angular
-tuff, red-brown trachyte, sodic tracñyte,
e and crystal tuff. Conglomerate and sñale
the section suggest water transportation.
isation and chloritisation, accompanied by
te and calcite veining, are common.
itic aggtomerate blocks are present in thepa L section. Obsidian and vitric rock
ts are common.

Thickness: rn the type section 3,L49 feet of
were intersected but t,he base was not
There is no indicatíon of total thickness.

Relationshi s and Bounda Criteria:

the unit
reached.

un nown a t e op s eros onal
The base is
in aIl known

occurrences. The Mooracoochie Volcanics areprobably Iateral equivalents of the Mount Wright
Volcanics in northwest NSW.

Age and Evidence: The volcanics are dated by the age
As this isof thé õte7tying xalladeina Formation.

no older than early Middle Cambrian, then the
Mooracoochie Volcanics are EarIy Cambrian orolder. The Mount Wríght Volcanics have been dated
as EarIy Canbrian from interbeds of Archaeo-
cyathid-bearing limestone. Most IikeIy the Moor-
acoochie Volcanics are of a comparable age.

(Adapted f rom Gatehouse ( j.9S3 ) )
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Discussion

PartiaIIy sericitised feldspar phenocrysts from

Mooracoochie volcanics cored in Karradeina L have been

dated by the Potassium/Argon method; however the age of
33L + L5 x l-06 years ( Geochron , Lg67 | appears to
indicate a 'reset' age rather than the original age of
the volcanics. A Lead/uranium age date on zircons

within the volcanics would be more accurate and

sufficient core material is currentry availabre for
this method (FaIvey, pers. comm.). Accurate isotopic
age dates of the Mooracoochie vorcanics wourd assist in
correlating between the various intersections of
vorcanics within the warburton Basin as werr as those

adjacent to the Warburton Basin such as at Mt Wright

and Mt Ar rowsmi t,h .

The accurate age dates wirl tie down the rerationship
between the volcanics and the basal Kalladeina
Formation (ie, is there a significant tíme gap?). This

has bearing on the interpretation by Gatehouse (1986)

that the Mooracoochie Volcanics, as part of a contin-
ental island arc, can be used to interpret the likely
depositional setting of the Kalladeina Formation.
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Kalladeina Formation

Derivation of the Name: Kalladeina L drillhoIe,
latitude 27oL9' 29"5 and longitude L39o24t 00"E.

Distribution: In the subsurface onlyt it occurs in
Kalladeina L, Coongie L, Daer L, Gidgeatpa L, Z,
5, 7, L6, L9,2L,23,27,35 and 36 and probably
also in Charo L, Titan L and yanta L.

lype Section: Kalladeina L drilthole over the interval
6 ,420 to LL,860 feet.

Li thology:
Iimesto
pyritic
dolomi t

Thickness: The type section in Kalladeina L is 5,A40
feet thick and represents the middle and basal
sections. Significant sections in other wells
include: Gidgealpa 1 ( 9,990 feet ) , Gidgealpa 5(736 feet), Gidgealpa 7 (2,820 feet) Coongie I(6,780 feet) and Daer 1 (S,640 feet). The upper
section has never been penetrated. Thickness
variations are due to an uneven pre- Kalladeina
Formation surface and/or pre-permian erosion.

Rerationships and Boundary criteria: The Karradeina
Formation unconfornãbly overlies the Mooracoochie
Volcanics in Kalladeina L, Gidgealpa L, 3, 5 and
7 ¡ and also probably in Coongie 1_. The relation-
ship to the Dullingari Group and Innamincka
Red-Beds is obscure. Lateral 1ímits of the
Kalladeina Formation are not known. It may be
lateralIy equivalent to part of the Gnalta Group
in northwestern NSW and part of the Lake frorné
Group in adjacent SA, however there is no
evidence suggesting direct depositional connection
and the facies are quite different.

and Evidence: Palaeontological evidence from cored
nte rva s hroughout the unit Kalladeina L, has

established the age of the formation which ranges
from early Midd1e Cambrian (Templetonian) to Upper
Cambrian LohTer Ordovician ( eayntonian-Oãt-
sonian)r though sedimentation may not have been
continuous in this section. Trilobites encount-

Interbedded oolitic, micritic, and sparry
nei siliceous, micaceous, and carbonaceous,

and dolomitic shale; sandstonei tuff; and
e in decreasing order of abundance.

ered in the unit include
signif icans, Ptychagnost,us g

Nepea, Pagetia, cf
ibbus, Blackwelderia t

Le i opyge
complete I
report.

I aev]. ata armata, others. The
well conpletionnc n

and
theS s are

(Adapted from Gatehouse ( L983 ) )
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Discussion

Àlthough the Kalladeina Formation is probably the best
understood member of the warburton Basin sequence, its areal
and vertical distribution is still very poorly defined.

The arrla enclosed by arr L7 well-s that have intersected the
Kalladeina Formation is approximately 1600 sq kms. Eleven of
the wells occur within 100 sq kms, ât Gidgealpa, Ieaving six
wells scattered over 1500 sq kms. (see Figure 2). Roberts,
carroll and sayers (1990), extended the known distribution
of Kalladeina Formation to about 3ooo sq kms, extrapolating
from the well contror with the aid of seismic data. The
areal distribution of the Kalladeina Formation including the
work by Roberts et al (op cit), is still only three percent
of the suspected total area of the warburton Basin (see
Figure 1 and Gatehouse 1986).

The variation of thickness between all the important well
intersects of Karladeina Fornation is shown on the cross
section in Figure 4. Correlations between the wells rrTere

based r¡n trilobite faunae recovered fro¡n fulI hole cores and
allowed the recognítion of eight discrete time zones. This
figure was originally pubtished by this author (Figure 2 of
Roberts et âr, op cit) to show how seismic interpretation
within the Kalladeina Formation hras anchored to the well
contror using trilobite faunal zones. The Kalladeina
Formation seismic reflectors used by Roberts et ar (KÀL2 to
KAL6), are marked on the figure. The KAL1 reflector is not
included on the figure because it is stratigraphically
younger than any Karladeina Formation section drilted to
date. The rnajor rithologies within each of the seismic
intervals are indicated below.

Seismic fnterval Major Lithologies

KÀL1-KÀL2 Carbonates = Fine Clastics
younger section undrilled
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KÀL2-KÀL3 Shale > Thin Tuffs

I(ÀL3-I(AL4 Shale > Limestone > Dolornite

KÀL4-KALs Limestone > Dolomite

KALs-KAL6 Shale > Dolornite

Figure 5 evolved from Figure 4 but is restricted to
Gidgearpa data onry. The trilobite faunal zones are the
sane, but because the Kalladeina Forrnation is much thinner
at Gidgeal-pa, only three seismic reflectors r{rere needed for
rnapping purposes.

The seismic reflectors from Figures 4 & 5 are quite
different and cannot be physicarly traced to each other
along seismic lines because they are separated by an
intervening thick trough fíl1ed by the permian cooper Basin
sequence. under the trough, the refrectors are too deep to
be recognisable on the seismic record. The permian cover
abruptry thins in the Gidgealpa area and reflectors within
the Kalladeina Forrnation re-appear.

Although the seismic reflectors cannot
approxirnate correlation is possible using
faunal zonesr âs follows:

Gídgealpa Seismic Events

The main lithologies within the seismic
Gidgealpa are described on the composite 1og
7 , in Figure 14.

be

the
tiedr ân

trilobite

intervals at
for Gidgealpa

Roberts et aI Seismic Events

Youngest Kalladeina KAL 1

Middle Kalladeina KÀL 5

O1dest Kalladeina KÀL 6
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Dullinqari Group

Derivation of the Name:
is located at latítude
L40" 52, 30"8.

Dullingari
28"07'55.6l's

L well which
and longitude

Distribution:
throughout
cussion).

Dullingari Group is
of the Warburton

thought to occur
Basin ( see dis-

The
most

rypg Sectig?: No single section adequately representsthe Durringari Group. A type sectio' hãs beenselected in Durlingari l- over the intervar g,o49 toLL,588 feet. Equivarents of this unit can be found
, Poolowanna L, Mudrangie
L and many others.

Lithology: The type section consists predominantly ofdark grey calcareous, pyritic and silty shale withminor siltsto nei pyrite is a major accesso ry mineral
with lesser amounts of calcite and dol oni te . AtDaralingie L, sandstone with ?glauconite and minorIithic grains was intersected, and in Daralingie 2there $¡as sandstone with interbedded shale. Litho-rogies in other werrs include black pyritic shale(Tilparee L, Toolachee L, Strzelecki 2,-1, Mudlalee i.
and Munkarie L).

?hickness: In the type section 2539 feet were inter-sected, âlthough this represents about i.i-50 feet ofstratigraphic section. The variety of rithorogies
described above are widery scattered throughout thewarburton Basin and most ïerrs have penetráted onlyabout one hundred feet of section. rhe distributioäof these rocks suggests severar kirometres ( aboutL0,000 feet) as an order of rnagnitude for thickness.

Relationshí s and boundar criteria: As ori gi naI Iy
ne eDu ngar ove r es the Kalladeina

Formatíon with possible rmity at Coongie L, andis overlain unconformably by permo-Carboniferous
rocks of the Cooper Basin. However, in this reportthe Lower Ordovician section at Coongie L is includedwith the Kalladeina For¡nation ( see Discussion) .

in Nappacoongee L, Ivtoomba 2
L, Putanurdie L, pandieburra

Age and Evidence: Earry to early Late ordovician: atDurlingari i- diplograptid graptolites in core 26indicate a middle to early Late Ordovician (Opik andJones, L962') . pandieburra 1_ ( Core 9) cõntainsgraptolite remains which indicate a Lower to MiddreOrdovician age ( DaiIy, j.963 ) . Coongie 1 ( Core 4)contains an asaphid tritobite (Daily, L97o) which
suggests Upper Cambrian to Lor¡rer Ordovician age.

(Adapted from Gatehouse (1983) )
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Discussion

The distribution of the Dullingari Group depends very much

on its definition. In this report the Ordivician aged
steeply dipping dark slates and phyllites found to the east
of the Gidgealpa-Merrimelia-fnnamincka (cMI) trend are
recognised as members of the Dultingari Group. The
Ordovician aged flat lying un-metamorphosed sandstones,
siltstones and carbonates that conformably overLie Carnbrian
rocks .in Kalladeina 1 and Coongie 1 appear to be the result
of quite different depositional and tectonic processes and
are included as members of the Kalladeina Formation.

One explanation for the current proxirnity of two very
different ordovician rock suites within the I{arburton Basin
arises by analogy with the terrane accretion model proposed
for the Cambrian and Ordovician rocks of the Trans-.Antarctic
Mountains of East Àntarctica. Bradshar¡ et al (t-985) have
recognised three and possibly five suspect terranes that
have been welded together by a series of ancient subduction
zones. Àustralia and Àntarctica shared a continentar margin
during the Cambrian and Ordovician, and may have shared in
the process of terrane accretion as werr. The Robertson Bay
Terrane appears to have lithological simirarities to the
DuLlinc¡ari Group.

The relationship described above between the Warburton Basin
and East Àntarctica is highty speculative and is a topic
which requires much more research.
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Innamincka Red-Beds

Derivation of the Name: Innamincka 1- drillhole,
L40055,07.7"8.Iatitude 27"29 '2L.3"S and longitude

Distribution: In the Cooper Sector it, occurs only in
esu surface aÈ Innamincka

Packsaddle L. Occurrences in
Sector, Queensland; Amadeus
Territory and South Australia;

L, Yanpurra L and
other areas (AdavaIe

Section, NorÈhern
Blanchewater, North

of Mt painter InIier, South Australia) have been
regarded as possible Innamincka Red-Beds equiva-
Ients.

Type Section: Innamincka l- drillhole over the interval
7,050 feet to L2,638 feet.

Lithology: Innamincka 1 intersected a sequence of
grey, grêY-moderately dipping, thinly Ínterbedded

brown and white, fíne to medium graíned, part
carbonaceous, part pyritíc, glauconitic sandstone,
with dark grey dolomitic shale over the interval
7,050 to 7,300 feet. From 7,300 to total depth at
L2,634 feet is a monotonous sequence of calc-
areous, red, sandy shale wíth brown and purple
micaceous mudstone, and vari-coloured sandstone
and siltstone, part glauconitic and feldspathic.

Thickness: The type section at Innamincka 1 is 5 r 5,88
feet thick.

Relationships and Boundary Criteria: The Iateral
extent of the Innamincka Red-Beds has not been
established with certainty. Sínilarly, the
vertical extent of the beds has not been definite-
Iy established. However, in the type section at
Innamincka L, the Innamíncka Red-Beds are uncon-
formably overlain by the Cooper Basin Merrinelia
Formation. The base is unknown at Innamincka i-.

Age and Evidence: Refer to the discussion below for
detail. May be Ordovician, Devonian or younger.

(Adapted from Gatehouse (1983) )
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Discussion

The rnnamincka Red-Beds have not been conclusivery
dated. Three different ages have been suggested based

on different sets of data;

i) N.H. Ludbrook (in Ryan, L96L) examined the cores

and cuttings from rnna¡nincka L and tentatively
proposed a Devonian age. The postulated Devonían

date was based on a shell fragment in core

suspected to be Lingula, that closely resembled

shells found at the base of the Mootwingee Series
(western NSW) which have been daÈed reliably as

Devonian. Ludbrook also noted the Iithological
similarities to the Midd1e Cambrian Lake F'rome

Group but discounted this possible correlation.

ii) Cooper (L986) proposed an Early ordovician age for
the Innamincka Red-Beds from an index conodont

fossil found in core near the base of the
Packsaddle 1 welI. However, the core Iithotogy
has rittle si¡nirarit,y with the rnnamincka Red-Beds

type section of Innamincka L and the well-to-well
correlation is suspect.

iii ) without any absorute age dating the rnnamincka

Red-Beds could be an even younger sedimentary

section brought into the area by terrane accre-
tion. An alternative date for this younger
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section could be permo-Carboniferous (speculated by C. Gate_

houser pêrs. comm.). This idea is supported by the poorly
indurated nature of the sediment, a general characteristic
of Permo-Carboniferous sedinents in other areas.

The three different dates make it difficult to position the
Red-Beds within Warburton Basin stratigraphy.

2.2 COOPER AND EROMANGA BASIN STRATIGRAPHY

The stratigraphic
Eromanga Basins is
worth, 1989 ) .

nomenclature for
shown in Figure 6

the Cooper and

( from HoIlings-

rn the Gidgearpa south area arr the rnajor cooper Basin

units except the Daralingíe Formation, Roseneath shale,
Tinchoo Formation and cuddapan Formation are present.
Erosion at the base of the Toorachee Formation has

completely removed the Epsiron Formation and Murteree

shale over much of the Gidgearpa south dome, while
erosion at the base of the Eromanga Basin sequence has

reft only a thin interval of Arrabury Formation over

most of the study area.

The three cooper Basin seismic events used in this
study represent the Base cooper Basin unconformity, Top

Tirrawarra sandstone and Top Toorachee Formation
(Figure 6).
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All the major Eromanga Basin unÍts are represented at
Gídgearpa south with onry the poolowanna Formatfon

showing patchy distribution.

The seismic event corresponding to the Top cadna-owíe

Formation is the only part of the Eromanga Basin mapped

in this study. rts position within the stratigraphíc
record ís also indicated on rigure 6.
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Chapter 3

GEOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION

3.1. BASE COOPER BASIN TOP WARBURTON BASIN UNCONFORMITY

Prior Èo this study the unconformity beLween the

Cooper and Warburton Basin sequences was poorly
defined in individual welrs and from seismic at
Gidgealpa south. Defining the unconfornity with more

accuracy and reinterpreting the tops to the two major

warburton Basin members, the Karradeina Formation and

the Mooracoochie volcanics, !"as an important part of
this study and the results are shown in Tabre i.. where

no Karradeina Formation top is indicated on the tabre,
the Mooracoochie vorcanics directry underrie the cooper

Basin sediments in Èhat welI.

lilhere the carbonate members of the Karradeina Formation

directry underrie the cooper Basin sediments, the
location of the unconformity between t,he two basins is
clear, because the wirerine rog signatures of carbon-

ates and crastics are easiry dístinguished even if the

difference is not noted from cuttings during the
drirring of the werr. This situation rarery occurs

however, due to the rerativery row proportion of
carbonates within the Kalladeina Formation (approxi-
natery 2521. The difficulty with art other Karladeina
Formation lithologies is that sinirar sedi¡nents may be

present within the Merri¡nelia Formation. Rock types
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within the Merrineria Formation range from titlites to
lacustrine varvites to braided river sandstones and

possibly to aeolianites (WilIiams and WiId, L9B4¡

WiIIiams, WiId and SuttiIl, L985; Grund, L966¡ Martin,
L967 ; Kapel , L972 i costin , L973 ¡ Battersby , L976 ¡

Thornton, L979'). Ditch cuttings f rom any of the

silicicrastic or volcanoclastic facies within the

warburton Basin sequence appear simirar to Merrimeria

Formation sediments and the simirarity often extends to
conventionar wirerine log character. Fulr hore core,

although more reliable than cuttings or Iogs, is not

necessarily concrusive particularry where bedding and

sedimentary structures are obscure or a¡nbiguous.

The dipneter rog was found to be extremely usefur at
Gidgealpa Soubh in separating the Cooper Basin

seguence from the warburton Basin sequence. structurar
dips of beds in the Cooper Basin are typically two to
five degrees whereas those in the warburton Basin

sequence in the study area average around 20o,

generarry dipping towards the southeast. This angurar

unconformity is readily apparent on the dipmeter logs
(Figure 7 and 8).

Five wel1s in t,he Gidgealpa South region provide

dipmeter coverage below the Cooper Basin sequence. In
two welIs, the dipneter log fundamentally changed the

interpretation of the basal section in the welI.
Gidgealpa L7 had previously been interpreted (cidg-
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ealpa L7 WeII Completion Report) to have reached

totar depth in sediments of the Merrimeria For¡nation.

The diprneter data, however, shows that the basar i.00

feet of the werr dips at approximatery 20" to the south

southwest ( Figure 7l . SimiIarIy a j.50 foot thick
section of sharey Merrineria Formation had been

interpreted in Gidgealpa L9 ( Gidgealpa L9- Well
conpretion Report). The dipmeter, however, shows that
this entire intervar dips at approximatery 20" to the

south east (Figure 8).

Arthough the dipmeter indicates whether the intervals
in question are part of the warburton Basin sequence,

it does not assist in distinguishing the Karladeina
Formation from the Mooracoochie vorcanics. The

Gidgearpa L9 section referred to above was assigned to
the Kalladeina Formation based on the occurrence of a

thick limestone interval berow it ( thrust faurting
conplicates this, see Section 3.2,). At Gidgealpa L7 ,

however, the werr did not penetrate any lower,
diagnostíc lithotogy. To sorve this lithorogical and

correlation probrem, thin sections \rere made of the

Gidgearpa L7 ditch cuttings. These t,hin sections were

compared to those made from cores and cuttings taken

over intervars in other Gidgearpa wells with similar
wi reline rog character where the stratigraphy is
firmly established.
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The comparison indicated that the Gidgealpa L7 section
with high dips belongs to the Mooracoochie vorcanics
rather than the Karladeina Format,ion. Figure 9b shows

a low magnification view of the Gidgearpa t7 cuttings
and compares thern with a prepared core thin section
from Gidgealpa 5 Mooracoochie vorcanics. The core and

cuttings exhibit the same features, namely medium to
coarse grained resorbed quartz crystals with flow
banded pumice shards and devitrified grass shards in a

fine to very fine ash matrix. The other major
correlation arternative based on wirerine rog sign-
atures, was a shaley int,erval within the Karladeina
Formation- For purposes of comparison, Figure 9a

shows thin sections of core and cuttings from this
shale. The "shares" can be seen to be comprised of
well sorted silt-sized detrital quartz graíns with
occasional di sseminated organic matter and opaque

oxides. Although similar in corour, the Karradeina
shales are petrographically distinct from, the
Gidgealpa L7 cuttings. Higher magnification views of
the volcanic cuttings and the shale/sirtstone cuttings
are shown in Figure i_Oa and j,0b.

The combination of dipneter and petrography has proven

effective in resorving whether a werr has encountered
Karladeina Formation, Mooracoochie volcanics or cooper

Basin sediments at Gidgearpa south. similar probrems

occur throughout the region particurarry arong the
Gidgealpa-Merrimeria-rnnamincka Trend, and should arso
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be resolvable using this co¡nbination of approaches.

3.2 BASAL COOPER BASIN: STRATIGRAPHY AND HYDROLOGICAL

COMMUNICATION

The angular unconformity and "buried hiII " plays
( Section 6 ) in the Kalladeina Formation rely on

hydrocarbons sourcing from the overrying cooper Basin

sediments. rn addition to source-reservoir commun-

ication (or nigration pathways), the overlying permian

sediments also need to provide top-seal for these types

of plays.

Coope r-Wa rburton Hydrolooi cal Communi cation

This study estabrished that the hydrorogicar communi-

cation between the cooper Basin sediments and the

Kalladeina Formation sediments at Gidgealpa appears to
be better than that between the cooper and Eromanga

Basin sediments. water analyses performed on fluids
recovered by drilr stem tests of the doromite reservoir
in the Kalladeina Formation and from some cooper and

Eromanga Basin reservoirs are shown ín Figure LL. The

analyses are displayed as Stiff diagrams (youngs, L975

for explanation and Coope r/Eromanga examples ) , the

Karladeina Formation waters on the clear overray
alrowíng direct comparison to the Eromanga and cooper

Basin waters on the figure underneath. The comparison

shows that the cooper Basín and Karladeina Formation
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waters are essentialry identicar but that the Eromanga

Basin waters are different. The location of the cooper

Basin/Kalladeina Formation communication has bearing on

the nigration of hydrocarbons and on the effectiveness

of seals between the two basins and to this end the

overlying Cooper Basin sediments are examined beIow.

BasaI Cooper Basin Strat igraphy

rn section 3.L exampres of misidentified Merrimeria

Formation .túere outlined. The nehr correlations are

shown in Figure L2 which is a cross section with a

datum on a prominent rower patchawarra Formation gamma

ray marker. This correration supports the contention

of wíld ( L987 ), and vÍilLiams and wild ( 1gs4 ) that there

is an ínterrelationship between the Tirrawarra
sandstone and the Merrimeria Formation in that shaley

Merrimeria Formation sediments occur within the
Tirrawarra sandstone at Gidgearpa south. [he Tlrra-
warra sandstone is thus the lowest cooper BasÍn member

and it abruptly thins and terminates over the north-
eastern section of the Gidgealpa South dome.

Figure L3 shows the geographic distribution of the

werls in the cross section. The gamma ray sirhouette of
the sediments immediatery above the !{arburton Basin

sequence i s di sptayed on top of the Ti r rawarra

sandstone time structure nap. The Tirrawarra sandstone

depositional edge as mapped from seismic and from werr
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control, appears to be aligned northwest-southeast. No

top seal is provided to the underlying Kalladeina

Formation southwest of the Ti rra$¡arra sandstone

depositional edge. To the northeast, the lower
Patchawarra Formation becomes the lowest cooper Basin

member and the shales, coals and thin sands within, [ây
provide a seal to top Kalladeina Formation plays.

south of the Tirrawarra sandstone depositionar edge

shown on Figure 13, the subcrop of any porous member of
the Karladeina Formation (eg fractured, vuggy doro¡nite)

wirr be overlain by the porous Tirrawarra sandstone.

This explains the water chemistry results outrined
earlier in this section and Iocates the area of
hydrorogical communicatíon between the vfarburton and

Cooper Basins.

3.3 KALLADEINA FORMATION: FAULT REPEATED SECTION

Gidgealpa 7 is the key weII for the Xalladeina
Formation stratigraphy at Gidgearpa south. Figure L4

is a composite, Gidgealpa 7 welr rog showing warburton

Basin rithology and seismic picks. The werr penetrated

a complete section of the Katladeina Formation in the

Gidgearpa south area, in addition to some i-50 feet of
the underlying Mooracoochie Volcanics. Figure 5

( Enclosure L ) demonstrates the importance of Gidgearpa

7 and shows gamma ray-sonic tog profiles of aIl the

signíficant, penetration of warburton Basin sediments at
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Gidgealpa. Arso indicated on this figure are the
intervals containing reservoir and source rock that are
discussed in Sections 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 and 3.7.

Di fficurties in rnatching the Karladeina Formation
sequence in Gidgearpa 7 to the seismic data, and in
correrating the thicker middre Kalradeina section in
Gidgealpa 7 with Gidgealpa L and Karradeina L, can be

resorved with the inference of a repeat section.

Figure L5 shows information supporting the repeat
section interpretation including conventional wirelíne
logs, dipmeter, rocation and dips within cores where

dips were determinable, the rocation of a core showing

evidence of faurt brecciation and location of cores
with reliabre trirobite age dates. There is good log
character match across the interpreted faurt showing

repeat of the bottom 200 feet of the low GR-high sonic
velocity lÍmestone and a further 100 feet of the
underlying high GR-slow sonic verocity sharey section.
The shares are particularly distinctive with two high
GR-slow sonic spikes clearry natched either side of the
fault. rn totar there is about 3oo feet of repeated
section as sampred verticalry by the borehole. This
would equate to about 260 feet of stratigraphic
repetition assuming beds dipping at 30o. The dipmeter
shows an increase in dip across the fautt with dips
averaging 10o above the fault and 30o below the fault.
The dips in core support those from the dipmeter in
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those cases where dip was determinable from cores. one

core from just above the interpreted faurt is substant-
ially fractured and courd be interpreted as a faurt
breccia.

Trirobite age dates are too widery spaced within this
section of the Gidgeatpa 7 werr to pin-point faurt
repetition, but the fault interpretation does not
contradict the dates that are available.

seis¡nic records arso support the interpretation of a

repeat section at Gidgearpa 7. Figure L6 shows

seismic line 83-GD03 with the rnajor faurt and refl-
ectors outrined on the clear overray. The refrectors
above the faurt dip gentry while those berow dip more

steepry, in rine with the interpret,ation from the

dipmeter and core.

A synthetic seismogram made from the Gidgealpa 7 sonic
rog is shown on an overray to Figure L6 and shows that
the interpreted faurt in the well bore matches that
interpreted from the seismic record. The restored
Gidgearpa 7 Log with the repeat section removed, forms

the basis for the lvarburton Basin stratigraphy at
Gidgearpa south and the synthetic seismogram produced

with the restored sonic log v¡as used as the reference
seismic character.

Although the interpretation of a thrust faurted,
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repeat section is the preferred explanation for the set
of feat,ures observed in Gidgealpa 7 it was not the onry

hypothesis exprored to explain them. The following
three alternatives lrrere rejected before the repeat
section idea was embraced:

(i) Angular unconformity
Formation, ímplying
erosion - onlaps during

wi thin the Kalladeina

structural movenent-

the Cambrian.

(ii) High original depositional dips as

found in talus slopes surrounding

buildups (up to 30o, Wilson, L975).

sometimes

ca rbonate

( iii ) Megablocks slunping adjacent to ptatform
margins as reported from the Cows Head Group,

Newfoundland ( Kindte and Whittington, l_959 in
ttlcllreath & James L979).

A1r t,hree alternatives could exprain to some degree the
change in dips observed on seismic and from core and

dipmet,er in the middle of the Karladeina Formation at
Gídgearpa 7, but the recognition of the same rog

character either side of the dip change argues strongry
against these interpretations.

At Gidgealpa L9 the evidence for faurt repetition is
not as strong. Figure L7 shows the gamma ray-sonic
logs and dipneter used in rocating the repeat sectíon.
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The dipmeter records an increase in structurar dÍp from

about 20" above the faurt to greater than 30o berow the
fault with a subtre swing in dip direction towards the

EsE. The fault interpretation is also infruenced by

the stratigraphy at Gidgealpa 7, one and a half
kiro¡netres to the north. The 350 foot thick Boom-

erangian age rimestone in Gidgealpa 7 is represented by

only 225 feet of rimestone at Gidgearpa L9 and has

suspected karsting at its top. The shares above the

Gidgearpa L9 reduced ri¡nestone section also do not
correspond to those in Gidgearpa 7. The Gidgealpa Lg

shales are 70 feet thicker (190 feet vs LzO feet) and

have a more serrated gamma ray signature. rhe closest
natch to the shales overtying the rimestone appears to
be with shares rower in the seguence as shown on the
right hand side of Figure L7.

There are no dip oriented seismic rines passing
directry through Gidgearpa L9, however, a dip seismic
line passes within 200 metres of the werr and on that
seismic rine the major thrust faurt occurs near the top
of the Kalradeina Formation just beneath the cooper

Basin sequence (Figure lB). rf this information is
projected to the well location it wourd be consistent
with the repeat section interpretation.
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3.4 KALLADEINA F'ORMATION: VUGGY, FRACTURED DOLOMI TE

RESERVOIR

Gidgealpa L encountered 400 feet of vuggy and fractured
Kalladeina Formation dolomite from L2,700 feet to

l-3 r 1-00 f eet. Five cores rrüere cut but only two

recovered any sample, and this rriras only 2 feet (Cores

27 and 291. DST 6 tested 26 feet of this interval
(L2,757 feet to L2,783 feet ) and flowed water to

surface at an unmeasured rate.

A similar vuggy-fractured dolomite of approximately the

same age has been penetrated in the Gidgealpa South

dome in Gidgealpa 5 and 7. One core (Core 25) in this
unit was cut in Gidgealpa 5 with a good recovery (L2

feet). DST L3 tested 1-30 feet of the dolomite and

flowed water to surface at 5200 barrels per day. In

Gidgealpa 7 , one core ( Core 1-6 ) was cut in the same

dolomite unit and five feet of rubble was recovered.

DST L4 over a 50 feet interval in this well resulted in
no fluid to surface and recovered 1,000 feet of
slightly gas cut rnuddy water in addition to the water

cushion.

The last well to intersect this dolonite unit, albeit a

much eroded section, lras Gidgeatpa 36. No cores or

tests were run over the zone but it appears from logs

that it has comparable reservoir properties to the

dolonite intersected in the previous wetIs.
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Figure L9 is a rithologicar log over the best recovery

of core from the doronite unit. The accompanying core

photograph shows good vuggy and fracture porosity (core

25, Gidgearpa 5 ) . the vugs range from 5 mirrimetres to
5 centimetres in size and seem to be concentrated

along fracture pranes. Large dolonite crystals often
rine the vugs and the open fracture planes. The vugs

provide good porosity, and the fractures that connect

the vugs should provide good permeabirity. Figure 20

is a comparison of the tog character of the doro¡nite

unit in the four werrs that have penetrated it and

shows Dsr results and core intervals. porosity varues

are also shown and these have been derived from the

sonic log by the wyrie equation with a gamma ray based

shale cut off.

The origin of the vuggy fractured dolomite has not
been exprained. rt may in part, be due to the frac-
turing and uplift of the cMI trend t ot the dolo-
mitisation and dissorution could be a function of hot
magnesium rich fruids associated with the thick píre of
vorcanic rocks that directry underrie the doromite at
Gidgearpa. The question of origin is an inportant one

in that the answer wourd arso shed light on the

distribution of this reservoir type.
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Petro raphy

Thin sections of the dolomite unit were examined for
petrographic textures which may provide clues about the

origin of the vugs, fractures and dolomitisation.
rdeas on origin should in turn constrain speculation on

the distribution of this reservoir type. A total of

three thin sections were selected, one each from core

in Gidgealpa L, Gidgealpa 5 and Gidgealpa 7 . The

sample locations are indicated on Figure 20.

The dolomite unit has undergone a complex diagenetic
history of repeated dolomitisation and fracturing. At

Ieast 1-3 stages were identified from a synthesis of
textures in the three thin sections:

L. Original CaCO- wackestone.

2. Partial
pe rhaps

dolonitisation of micritic matrix and

some of the larger clasts.

3. Dissolution of large clasts to form vugs.

4. Growth of idiotopic dolomite vug lining.

5. Buria1 dolomit,e (xenotopic) recrystallisation.

6. Early fracturing.

7 . Pyrite fracture fill.
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8. Mid-stage fracturing.

comninuted doromite and pyrite debris as internal
sedinent in fractures and spiIls into some vugs.

L0. overgrowth of rirnpid doromite on warrs of ¡nid-

stage fractures.

1L. Growth of euhedrar quartz over rimpid dolornite and

comminuted dolomíte debris in fractures.

L2. Late stage fracturing and microfaulting.

L3. Latest fracturing ( core artifact? ) .

The originaL depositional fabric is not werr preserved

in any of the three thin sections but the section from

Gidgealpa 7 shows some features that suggest that this
was originally a pelleta1 wackestone (Figure 2Ia). fn
the other two thin sections, large, (1rOOO un) sub-

rounded, single crystals of dolonite are commonly

scattered throughout f iner grained (but still 'rcoarsefr,
100 um) dolornite crystals of uniform size. Thís is
also suggestive of an original wackestone fabric.

Particle size and originar chemicar composition
influence the order in which components in a rimestone

may become dolomitised. Davies (L979) outlines five
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generalised stages in the dolomitisation of a pre-

existing wackestone:

Initial matrix-selective replacement of the fine
matrix and partícIes. If the process goes to
completion some of the bioclasts wiIl be replaced

totally or partially by dolo¡nite.

Peripheral replacement of margins of bioclasts

replaced earlier by monocrystalline or coarsely

crystalline low-Mg calcite.

2

3 Enlargement of rhombic crystals
with formation of outer rims

dolomite crystals.

in matrix,

or zones

often

on the

5

4. Selective solution of residual calcite, inctuding

larger bioclasts, to Ieave enhance bionoldic and

intercrystal-Iine porosi ty.

Late-stage diagenetic infiII of intercrystalline
and biomoldic porosity by coarsely crystalline to

monocrystalline calcite. Introduction of hydro-

carbons into porous dolonite often pre-dates this
final calcite fill stage.

The Gidgealpa dolomite would seem t,o have followed

Davies (op cit) stages at least until Stage 4. Figure

2Lb from the Gidgealpa 5 thin section, illustrates the
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similarities. The features shown include a Iarge

single dolo¡nite crystal representing an early dolo-

mitised bioclast surrounded by a finer mosaic of-
dolomite crystals representing an early dolomitised

¡nicrite and a vug of similar size to the Iarge single

dolomite crystal (undolomitised bioclast? ) that is
rimmed by coarsely crystalline dolomite but still
retains porosity.

In the last generalised stage of Davies, (op cÍt) the

vugs are Iined by coarse calcite. There is no

evidence for this at Gidgealpa; however there are

several further diagenetic stages post dating the

fornation of vugs that may have left no trace of a vug

fi11in9 calcite.

Coarse, euhedral dolomite growing on the walls of the

vugs, rather than calcite, is the next recognisable

diagenetic event. Figure 22a shows one such vug and

illustrates that while crystal faces growing into the

pore space are euhedral the impingement boundary with
adjacent crystals is subhedral to anhedral. Further

aviray from the vug centre, individual crystal boundaries

are decidedly anhedral. Gregg and Sibley ( 1984 )

studied the boundaries between dolomite crystals in
replacement and neomorphic dolomites and proposed that
at temperatures below a "critical roughening temper-

ature" (CRT) of about 50oC, intercrystalline boundaries

are euhedral (idiotopic texture), while above the CRT,
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boundaries are more anhedral ( xenotopic texture ) .

Where there are no adjacent crystals, as occurs inside

vugs, Greg and Sibley (op cit) interpret that the

texture shown in Eigure 22a would still be the product

of temperatures above the CRT. This evidence suggests

that the coarse dolonite rimrning the vugs started
growing at burial depths of at least one or two

thousand metres.

A fracturing event crosscuts vugs rimmed with coarse

dolonite (Figure 22b1. The fracture has been preserved

by a later episode of pyrite cement. This is the

earliest fracturing event observable and the pyríte
filI also appears to be relatively early as determined

by its truncation by other fractures and by the

incorporation of fragments of pyrite in the younger

fractures. One of these younger fractures is shown in
Figure 23a. This fracture does not show sharp bound-

aries and is filled with dolomite debrls. The fracÈure

is shown clipping a euhedral dolomite lined vug and

the dolomite debris appears to spill into the vug.

The debris may act as an internal sediment, in some of

the large fractures, accumulating in Iows. This is
illustrated in Figure 23b where the dolomite debris has

collected at one side of a fractured vug and a series

of euhedral quartz crystals have grown over the top of

the debris. There is neither debris nor quartz on the

other side of the still partially open, fractured vug.
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Not aIl euhedral dolo¡nite in fractures results from

fractures intersecting pre-existing vugs. Figure 24a

shows limpid dolomite (extremely clear with' geomet-

rically exact faces, FoIk and Land ( L975 ) ) clearly
infitling the fracture. In this case a quartz crystal
envelopes the dolomite, showing that the quartz is t,he

more recent cement.

Further fracturing has offset fractures that are

fiIled with dolomite debris, as shown in Figure 24b.

An even younger fracture system is apparent as a series

of semi-parallel hairline cracks that appear to have no

internal sediment or cement and cross cut alI other

fractures. This youngest fracture set is not an

artifact of thin section preparation as the fractures
extend through the core also. It is possible however

that they may form during or shortly after the coring

process.

In summary, porosity within the Gidgealpa dolomite is
confined almost entirely to partially filled vugs and

fractures with no intercrystalline porosity available.
Fractures provide the sole permeabilit.y pathway and can

vary from hai rline cracks to wide, channelised
fractures with a diversity of fiIIs. The distribution
of vugs and fractures varies markedly between samples,

the best core for these features comes from Gidgealpa

5. It is significant however that most, attempts at

coring the Gidgealpa dolomit.e have failed to recover
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sanple or have had poor recoveries. This suggests that
higher densities of open vugs and fractures can be

expected than seen in Gidgealpa 5.

!{ater chemistry ís an important control on diagenesis

as it provides the "mother fluid" for subsequent

míneralisation (Radke and llathis, L980). Some of the

more readily available chemical features of sub-

surfaces formation water that have been recognised as

crit,ical for carbonate diagenesis are salinity and

Mg'* /ca2 + ratio (FoIk and Land , Lgi 5') and temperature

and a.'* /Cor' ratio (Machel and Mountjoy, L9A6).

At Gidgealpa, DST formation water recovered from the

dolomite, together with structural information from

seismíc and hydrological pathways determined from well
control, provide insight into the diagenetic process.

Major ion analyses of the dolomite formation water are

shown in Figure LL. section 3.2 díscuEeed the water

che¡nistry and concluded that it, was essentially
identical to the Cooper Basin formation water at
Gidgealpa. The current hydrological communication

between the Cooper Basin sediments and the Warburton

Basin dolo¡nite was also described in this section, and

this communication is unlikely to have changed since

the deposition of the Tirrawarra Sandstone, approx-

imately 280 million years ago. youngs (1975) concluded

that the water chemistry of the lower Cooper Basin

sedi¡nent,s at Gidgealpa South ( f rorn wells 5, 7 and 9 )
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"are Iíkely to be as near to the Permian connate

as any found in the Cooper Basin" and that they do

ones

show any evidence of flushing by the artesian waters

the Eromanga Basin.

not

of

Hence, the present day chemistry of the formation water

in the Gidgealpa dolomite is prinarily the result of

diagenesis within the Cooper Basin sediments over t,he

Iast 280 my and does not appear to reflect any

significant contribution from Warburton Basin sedi-

ments. This result is unexpected and implies that the

thick siltstone overlying the vuggy dolo¡nite unit must

have been buried to at least its present depth before

the Base Cooper Unconformity, to have been dewatered to

such an extent that it is producing relatively no new

compaction fluid. This does not augur well for oil
generation from this siltstone unit since the onset of

Cooper Basin sedimentation, âs it would probably have

to be buried past its previous depth before producing a

"second crop" of hydrocarbons, (assurning the "fírst
crop" to be represented by the biodegraded Cambrian oit
described in Section 3.6 ) .

Figure 25 plots the Gidgealpa dolomite formation water

on a graph of salinity and yIg/Ca ratio. Às expected,

t,he samples plot as a somewhat fresh sub-surface water

on Figure 25a and Figure 25b reveals that the most

Iikely carbonate to precipitate from this water would

be an anhedral calcite.
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This is certainly not an envi ronment in which to

expect much dolomitisation and as Iong as no calcite
precipitates, t,his is an ideal environment to preserve

pre-existing porosity in dolomite.

The origin of the timpid dolomite shown in Figure 24a

can be suggested from the graphs in Figure 25, if the

Pre-Permian formation water within the dolornite can be

considered to have been ocean derived. The dilution of

ocean water by the fresh permian waters would have

produced a "water naturity path" similar to that shown

on Figure 25b, which crosses into the dolomite field at
about the zone where Iimpid dolomite is expected to

precipitate. As fluids from the conpacting Cooper

Basin sediments contribute to the fornation water, the

precipitation of J.inpid dolornite would cease. It is no

surprise that the last mineral to precipitate should be

a quartz druser âs quartz overgrowths are a common

feature of the diagenesis of the Cooper Basin fluvial
sandstones, particularly the Ti rrawarra Sandstone

(WiId,L987r. This quartz precipitation event links the

diagenesis of the Cooper and Warburton Basins.

Machel and lttountjoy (1986) considered the influence of

temperature and HCO3 - ( in addition to IIg/Ca and

salinity) on the precipitation of calcite and dolomite

and their findings can be used to refine the model of
FoIk and Land ( 1975 ) . trtEchel and Mount joy ( op cit )
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found that increase in temperature and an increase in
the concentration of HCO3- would favour dolonitisation.
This relationship explains why there is no calcite
filling the vugs and fractures of the Gidgealpa

dolomite as would be suggested by the current position
of the formation water chemistry on Figure 25b. The

relatively high formation temperatures (L26"C,

Gidgealpa 7 BHT) and high HCO3 concentrations (a

common feature of Cooper Basin waters-see youngs, L975

and Figure 11 ) would lessen the likelihood of catcite
prec ipi tati on.

In summary, dolonÍtisationr vu99y porosity, vug lining
doloníte and perhaps some minor fracturing filled with
pyrit.e, appear to have occurred bef ore 28Orny. This is
because the formation water chemistry is unlikely to
have allowed the precipitation of any dolomite other

than a 1ímpid dolomite since that tíme. Conseguently

the cur rent formation wate r has been ldeal for
preservíng porosíty in dolomites. Fractures that
contain comminuted dolomite debris overlain by a fine
quartz druse contain no dolonite cement (other than

rare linpid dolomite) and may have formed only shortly
before the invasion of fresh water during the late
Carboniferous to early Permian. The quartz druse

formed while the Cooper and Vtarburton Basins shared the

same formatÍon water. Subsequent fracturing episodes

should affect both the Warburton and Cooper Basin

sediments equally, although more "brittle" Iithologies
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(such as dolomite) would be

readily than Iess "brittIe"
shales.

expected to fracture more

sandstone, siltstones and

3.5 KALLADEINA FORI(ATION: KARST RESERVOIR

The importance of karst in porosity creation within

"basement" carbonates has been highlighted recently by

P'an (L982) and James and Choquette (L988). Karst was

therefore considered a possible play type in the early
stages of the study. Pre-examination of wireline logs

at Gidgealpa found two wells (Gidgealpa L9 and 23)

showing evidence of karst.

FÍgure 26 compares the wireline log evidence for karst

at Gidgealpa with wireline logs from an example in
Spain documented by OImo and Esteban (L983). The

gamma ray-sonic Iog profiles from both Gidgealpa and

Spain show several similar features including:

i) A high sonic transit tine in the interval
the unconfornity, possibly associated
porosity and cave breccias.

below

wí th

ii ) A high gamma ray interval overtying the un-

conformity which could be related to concentrated

weathering debris.
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iii ) A decrease of sonic transit times with depth

below the unconf orrni ty ( to a value closely
approaching non-porous Iinestone ) as the karst

effect diminishes.

The two regions differ most in the vertical extent of
the karst zone. The Spanish example extends for L50 to
300 feet while the Gidgealpa example is noticeable for
about 60 feet.

No cores have been taken or tests conducted over the

karst intervals in Gidgealpa and although both wells
showed an increase in drilling rate over the zone, the

wireline Iog indications of porosity development remain

relatively unsubstantiated.

The interpreted karst at Gidgealpa L9 does not occur at,

the Cooper/Kalladeina unconformity, but rather below

the major thrust fault, some L90 feet below Èhe Coopgr

Basin sediments. One explanation could be that the

thick limestone unit was exposed at the surface and the

karst formed before being over-ridden by a thrust slice
of older rocks ( Figure 27 ) . Alternatively, the thrust
fault could be a preferential conduit for surface

waters from the unconforníty surface situated only j.50

feet up section ( see Section 5 for discussion on

struct,ural style ) .
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3.6 KALLADEINA FORMATIONs SHOWS AND SOURCE ROCKS

Summarv

Two mudrock intervals are in suitable geometric positions

to provide charge to Kalladeina Formation reservoirs;

the first occurs in the Xalladeina Formation itself and

the second within the Cooper Basin sediments.

There is considerable published data on the source

rocks of the Cooper Basin (see Jenkins, L989 and Heath

et âI, L989 ) , and migration and sealing attributes of
the basal Cooper Basin sediments at Gidgealpa South

were discussed in Section 3.2.

The xalladeina Formation however, has received only

scant published attention to date, âlthough a summary

of the data to be presented in this report has recently
been published by the author in Roberts, et aI (L990).

Geochemical analyses from all known intersections of
Kalladeina Formation are examined herein, rather than

simply those from Gidgealpa, because the number of
samples from Gidgealpa alone is too smal1. Table 3

lists the shows, source quality and maturity data

available for the Kalladeina Formation ( and Moora-

coochie Volcanics ) .

In summary, poor to moderate source rocks have been

encounte red wi thin the F'loran aged shales of the

Kalladeina Formation. Some oil shows have been found

to have a non-Cooper or Eromanga Basin origin and are
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probably sourced from the Floran aged shales referred

to above. gacterial degradation of one of the oiI
shows suggest that some oiI generation either preceded,

or occurred during, early Cooper Basin deposition.

Based on a consideration of both diagenesis and

formation water chemistry of the Floran aged vuggy

dolomite (Section 3.4), it was concluded that overlying
Floran aged shales have contributed very Iittle
formation fluid since the onset of Cooper Basin

sedi¡nentation, due to previous deep burial. This

evidence suggests that they have produced very snall
volumes of hydrocarbons since that time.

Shows

Cores 26, 27 and 29 in Gidgealpa L carbonates contained

oiI-staining associated with dul1 gold fluorescence

that had a pale yellow cut. In Gidgealpa 2, cores 6

and 7 (tuffs), along with the sandstone cuttings from

core 5 ( the core itself was not recovered ) , were

associated with oil staining and dull yeILow fluore-
scence with a st,rong pale yellow cut. Core L2 in
Gidgealpa 7 carbonates contained patches of weak yeIIow

fluorescence, but no cut was described.

Gidgealpa 3, 1-6 and 23 all encountered small gas peaks

during drilling and although Gidgealpa 5 had no gas

shows it tested GTS at RTSTM along with 6000 barrels of
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water per day during DST 13. The orígin of this water

is discussed in Section 3.2. The other twelve wells in
Table 3 had either insignificant or low background gas

reading, except for Kalladeina L in which there is no

mention of gas detection equipment possibly because

the weII was air drilled in the Cambrian section.

Total Organic Carbon (TOC)

Nine wells in the study area have had a total of 79 TOC

measurements on lilarburton sediments, 50? made on cores

and 50t on cuttings. The reports are listed below and

Figure 28 summarises the analyses. IThe authors of

each report are Iisted in the Reference section under

the Amdel Report number.l

A¡ndel Report No Wells

F5888/8 3

F6L88/83

r.3837 /85

F3840/85

P47L4/85

E6 47 8/86

86636/87

F696 0/88

Coongie L, xalladeina L

Kalladeina I
Titan L

Daer L

Yanta L, Charo L

Yanta L

Gidgealpa L

Gidgealpa 2, Gidgealpa 7

A rough estimate of source potential can be gained

from TOC measurements and a source quality rating
suitable for carbonates is superposed on Figure 28.
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Although not aII the samples came from carbonates, the

carbonate rating classification is slightly more

optimistic and was chosen so as not to suppress the

carbonate samples.

The total analysis curve on Figure 28 shows that 55t of
the samples have poor source quality, 242 have fair
quality, 9Z good quality and 24 very good source

quality. Note that this provides only a rough guide to
source potential, indicating the quantity of organic

carbon in the sediment but not how readily this organic

carbon will produce oiI and gas.

Extractable Orqanic Mat,ter (EOM)

A total of L9 core samples from three weIIs at
Gidgealpa have been submitted for sorvent extraction of
organic matter and the results are in the following
A¡ndeI reports.

A¡ndel Report No WeII

F618 8/83

86L24/83

86636/87

P6960/88

Gidgealpa l-

Gidgealpa 2

Gidgealpa 1-

Gidgealpa 2, Gidgealpa 7

Apart from two samples which had obvious oiI
the EOM values are low and indicate barren

source rock quality ( Figure 29) .

stains,

to lean
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The two oir stained sampres were extracted and run through

the gas chromatograph (G.C.) in separate procedures (Amdel

Report Numbers 86L88/83, F6L24/83l.. The G.c. analog traces
are shown in Figure 30, along with a G.c. trace run on a

Patchawarra Formation oir from Daralingie 22D. The traces
are very different. The significant points are outrined
below:

i) The Gidgealpa L oi I has a large unresolved
napht,hene hump wi th f ew straight chain alkanes.

The pristane/phytane ratio is low (pR/pH = j..3).

ii ) The Gidgealpa 2 oíL has a moderate

hunp, plenty of straight chain alkanes

pristane/phytane ratio ( pRlpH = 1.8 ) .

naphthene

and a low

iii) The c.C. of the Daralingie 22D oiI, in its
entire!y, shows more light ends due to a different
analytical procedure; however in this figure the

trace is only shown from about CtS onwards. It
has very little evidence of naphthenes, plenty of
straight chain alkanes and a high pristane/phytane

ratio (PnlPn - 3.3).

iv) The Gidgearpa L oir is interpreted as extensivery
biodegraded and having an aLgaL/bacteriar source.

The AMDEL report concludes that this is consistent
with Cambrian sourcing (AMDEL Report, F6Lgg/ül .
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v)

vi ) The Gidgealpa

equivalent of

comm. ) .

F5888/8 3

F618 8/83
F3837 /85
P47L4/85
F647 8/86
F6636/87
86960/88

oil is possibly

Gidgealpa L oil
a non-degraded

(McKirdy, pers.

81_

Most bacterial degradation of oils occurs at
tenperatures Iess than 50 o C and in meteoric
waters, so the timing of degradation viras probably

early in the history of Cooper Basin sediment-

ation ¡ ot during uplift and erosíon prior to the

initiation of the Cooper Basin.

2

the

vii ) The Daralingie 22D oiI is non-degraded and is
typical of most Cooper Basin oils, Kantsler, et
aI ( L984 ) have interpreted these oils as being

sourced from rocks rich in terrestriar organic

matter, consistent with a Cooper Basin source.

Rock EvaI Pyrolysis

A total of 42 Rock Eval pyrolyses have

performed on Warburton sediments from eight wells.

Amdel R rt No WeIl

been

Coongie L, xalladeina L

Kalladeina 1

Titan L

Yanta L, Charo 1

Yanta L

Gidgealpa L

Gidgealpa 2, Gidgealpa 7



A Iittle over half
samples, the rest on

82

of these analyses

cuttings.
were on core

Much information can be gained from Rock Eval (Tissot

and Welte , L984¡ Peters, L986 ) including the rock, s

potential to yield hydrocarbons ( Genetic potential ) ,

the type of kerogen in the rock ( frorn the Hydrogen

Index) and the naturity of the organic matter (from

T¡nax and the Production Index).

During Rock EvaI pyrolysis of a source rock, three
hydrocarbon peaks are produced at increasingly higher

temperatures. The first peak (S1) corresponds to the

volatilisation of hydrocarbons already existing in the

rock, the second peak ( S2 ) to the formation of
hydrocarbons from the kerogen in the rock and the third
peak (53) generally corresponds to the generation of
CO2 from the kerogen in the rock but rnay also be due to
COZ from the breakdown of carbonates.

Figure 3L summarises aIl the "Genetic potential"

results. Genetic Potential is the sum of the Sl and Sz

peaks and represents the total vorume of hydrocarbons

the sample could produce ( includíng that which it has

already produced but has remained in the sample and

possible migrated oiI ) . The Genetic potential is
regarded as superior to TOC in rating the source

quality of sediments. It is significant that 90t of
the Rock EvaI analyses indicate poor source quality.
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The remaining L0t (q samples ) are from the

intervar from 1L000 feet to i.i.i.50 feet in Karradeina 1

which has moderate source potential. one possibre

expranations of these results is that the organic
natter has arready generated hydrocarbons which have

nostry migrated out of the source rocks. The con-

crusions drawn from any source rock work on mature

organic matter relate mostly to the renaining potential
of the source rocks.

The Hydrogen Index (Uf - SZ x LOO/TOC) of the richest
of the Rock Eval sampres indicates that the organic
natter involved is rikery to be a Type rr kerogen

( Figure 321 . rhis type of kerogen is thought to have a
marine aLgaL/bacteriar precursor and to have been

deposíted in a reducing environment (Tissot and welte,
r.984 ) .

Ke rogen Concentrates

Kerogen concentrates of fgur sampres from Katladeina L,

and one sampre each from Gidgealpa 1 & 7, were prepared

by the santos Parynology unit. The kerogen stides and

depth j-ntervals are listed below:
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WeII

Gidgealpa L

Gidgealpa 7

Kalladeina 1-

Slide No

s-8 3 5-L

s-8 36-L

s-8 3 7-L

s-8 38-1

s-8 3 9-L

s-8 4 0-L

ll

ll

ll

Depth

L2 ,6LL

9,990

1L,000

l_l_, l_00

L1, L40

l_L, L60

feet

feet

feet

feet

feet

feet

The sampres came from the intervar with high Hr varues

in Kalladeina L and from a thick shale of the same age

( Floran ) in the two Gidgealpa we11s. The kerogen

concentrates were free from cooper or Eromanga Basin

spores and pollens, thus relieving the doubts that the

good source rock indications could have been due to
uphole contaminants.

More accurate source rock typing could be performed on

these kerogen concentrates by submitting the sanpres

for elemental (C, O, H) analysis. Figure 33 shows a

photonícrograph of a typical Xalladeina j- kerogen

concentrate, mainly composed of fine sapropelic
material. one apparently indigenous unidentified
nicrofossil was recovered from the Gidgearpa 7 sarnple

(Figure 33). The nicrofossil is much rarger than other
reported cambrian forms and appears simirar to some

Devonian early land plant spores ( Geoff Wood

pers. comm. )



PEOIO}IICROGRAPES OF KALI"ADEINA F!I. KEROGEN

O.Omm

O.05mm

O."l mm

Fine sapropelic material domínates
xalladeina 1 cuttings (11,140, K.8.,
S-5839-1, transmitted light) .

Kerogên residues from
Santos slide No.

o.omm J

Rare large organic structure in transmitted light. (Kerogen
residue from Gidgealpa 7 core, 9990, K.8., Santos slide No.
s-5836-1 ) .

Figure 33

I

I
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3 .7 KALLADEINA FORIIATION s ¡IATURITY

Summary

Five ¡nethods of estimating maturity v¡ere used on

Warburton sediments from eight we11s. Vitrinite
reflectance was not used because this measurement is
made on woody material and this was not present in the

Cambro-Ordovi cian .

Figure 34

techniques

generation

shows the relationship of the maturation

used with the classical zones of hydrocarbon

and destruction.

The results are summarised below and details
discussed in the following sub-sections.

L

are

2

The geochemical results indicate that in every

well sanpled, with the exception of Kalladeina L,

the Kalladeina Formation IÍes within the oiI
window usually at the late mature end of the scale.

At Kalladeina L, the source prone interval is
most likeIy overmature for oiI generation.
However, there is a wide range of conflicting
maturity estimates for this well.
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3. Where organic matter is late mature for oiI
generation it ís likely to have exhausted most of
its potential to generate oiI, and souice rock

analyses will show it to have Iittle remaining

source potential.

Rock Eval Tmax

The Rock Evar pyrorysis technique has application to
maturi ty studies. one commonry used maturation
parameter is that of Tmax, which is the temperature at
which the peak of the sz generation occurs during
pyrorysis (section 3.6 for more details on Rock Eval).

Tmax has been shown experimentally (Tissot and werte,
L984) to increase with increasing maturation. Tissot,
Pelet and ungerer (L987) in their consideration of the
kinetics of kerogen breakdown, exprained why this
shourd occur. rt appears that chemicar bonds in
kerogen have a wide range of activation energies and

wirl break down under a wide range of maturities
continuarry yielding hydrocarbons. rn mature sampres

the easier bonds have already been broken, reaving
proportionarry more and more bonds of high activation
energy- These require high temperatures durÍng
pyrolysis, and although the total number of high
activatíon energy bonds have not increased in mature

sampres, the absence of the low activation energy

bonds skews the 32 peak to higher temperatures.
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Tmax measurements are subject to four major errors
(Tissot et âI, L987):

i) The S2 peak may be too small and ill-defined.
(Generally very poor source rock).

ii ) The sanple may be

heavy bítumens which

contaminated with oils and

may lower Tmax.

iíi ) A míneral matrix effect may raise Tmax by a few

degrees.

iv) Kerogen types differ in the finer
correlation of Tmax and maturity,
the threshold for gas generation.

details of their
prinarily around

All the Tmax varues neasured on warburton sediments in
the study area are displayed on Figure 35. Twenty four
of the forty three samples had an s2 peak that was too

small to determine Tmax. Most of the samples in the

study area appear to be early-mature with aII of the

Kalladeina L samples plotting as immature. The Tmax

maturity from Kalladeina L appears too Iow (possibly

indicating contamination by migrated oil? ) and the

other maturity techniques are preferred for this weII.
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Rock Eval Production Index

The Production Index

derived from the S1

Eval Pyrolysis. ( PI

1_984 ) .

Transformation Ratio is
peak heights during nock

+ Sr); Tissot and Welte,

(PI)

and

s

or

s2

/(sL L

The Pr is a ratio of the amount of hydrocarbon atready

formed (but which have not been expelled Sf) to the

totar amount of hydrocarbons the virgin sampre would

have been capable of generating (Sf + S2 r genetic

potential). In effect the pI is a measure of how much

the genetíc potential of Èhe sample has been realised.

Factors likely to affect the pI value include:

i ) The 51 and 52 peaks may be too snall.

ii) The peaks may in part, be due to oiI which has

nigrated into the samples.

iii ) The Pr response of different kerogen types is
thought to be different.

iv) Varying quantity of hydrocarbons may have been

expelled and have rnigrated out of the system.

All the Pr varues carculated for warburton sedirnents in
the study area are displayed in Figure 36. Twelve of
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the forty three samples had Sl and 52 peaks too srnall

to calculate a meaningful PI.

Most of the samples plot as Iate-mature for oiI
generation. Two samples have unrealistically high

maturity, possibly as a result of migrated oil.

Charo L, Gidgealpa l- and yanta L show good agreement

between the PI and Tmax results. Coongie L, Gidgealpa

2, Kalladeina l- and Titan L show fair to poor agree-

ment. The Kalladeina L samples, which plot as immature

from Tmax results, appear as mid to late mature from pI

results and as such probably show the least agreement.

This is consistent with the view expressed on page 90

that the Kalladeina L samples could be contaminated by

migrated oí1.

The re we re no val id Tmax value s in Gidgealpa 7 ,,

however the PI maturity values show reasonable

agreement to those from Gidgealpa l_ and 2.

Aronatic Maturity Paramet,ers

Aromatic hydrocarbons are one of the products of
kerogen maturation. GeneraIIy, with increasing
naturity these aromatic products undergo progressive

dealkylation. This process is best represented by a

ratio of the abundance of the compounds formed by

dealkylation ove r the abundance of the original
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aromatic hydrocarbon. Research by Radke and werte

(L983) has shown that one specific ratio, termed the

Methyl Phenanthrene fndex (MpI) has a strong correl-
ation with vitrinite refrectance irrespective of burial
history, suggesting that the overall kinetics of the

reactions for both maturation indicators are very
si¡niIar ( Boreharn et aI 1-988 ) .

There are severar other pubrished ratios and arr have

been carefulry caribrated against sampres which contain

an independent maturíty parameter, mostry vitrinite.
AMDEL, in report Number F6636/87 part Z, suggests that
a Methyl Phenanthrene Ratio (MpR) is more applicabre to
early Palaeozoic sediments.

SADME is currentry funding work by AMDEL on aromatic

maturity parameters and nineteen sampres from three

wells in the study area have been processed, aIt are

from the Gidgealpa Field (WeIIs 1-,2 c 7'). The apparent

vitrinite refrectance varues carculated from these

analyses (using the MPR method) are shown in Figure 97.

The indicated maturity of the samples is closely
grouped (range 0.98? to L.288 VR calc) and supports

the late mature concrusion of the Tmax and pr data

from these we11s.

Proi ectín

Sediments

g Vitrinite Trends from the Cooper /Eromanga
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vtarburton Basin sediments in the study area must have a

higher maturity than the cooper/Eromanga sediments that
overrie them. This provides an effectíve check for the

Warburton maturity parameters discussed in the
preceeding sections.

Figure 38 compares the best Warburton sediment
naturity estimate for two key wells (Gidgealpa l_ and

Kalladeina L) with that of the overlying sediments.

The comparison shows that at Gidgearpa 1 the warburton

aromatic biomarker rnaturity estimates seem to be row,

and the rate of rnaturity increase with depth also
appears low. AMDEL ( L987 ) point out that the repeat

section interpreted by Daily (1-963) in the cambrian at
Gidgealpa L ( Section 5.2) could be expected to produce

a complex maturíty profile, whire the aromatic maturity
parameters are probably stretched beyond their
calibration limíts in organically Iean, clay poor

carbonates. Recent research (Boreham et alr Lggg)

suggesting alternative calibration of aromatic
maturity parameters may prove more appropriate for
Proterozoic and Lower palaeozoic sequences (D. McKirdy

pers. comn.). Nevertheless, Tmax and pf data seem to
support the low maturity estimates in the warburton

sediments.

There are no maturity data for the Eromanga sediments
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in Karradeina L. However a thorough anarysis has been

carried out in charo L, which has a si¡nilar thickness
of Eromanga sediment and is simirarly positioned on the

western edge of the cooper Basin, 40 kirometres
northeast of Karladeina L. Figure 3B compares the pr

maturity of the warburton sediments in Karradeina L

with the vitrinit.e refrectance maturity of the Eromanga

section from Charo L.

The spread of maturity values in the Kalradeina L

warburton sediments is quite wide and appears to
represent two populations. Tissot and werte ( i-994 )

conclude that Pr changes with maturity at different
rates depending upon kerogen type. rt seems quite
likery therefore, that the two popurations mentioned

above are at least two dÍfferent kerogen types. The

¡naturity trend which is most compatible with the
overrying Eromanga sediments wourd probabry be the one

which passes through the higher maturity popuration.

Kerogen Fluorescence

The kerogen concentrates taken from Karladeina L,

Gidgealpa L and Gidgealpa 7 ( sample numbers and depths

in Section 3.6) can be examined under fluorescent light
to assist with maturity estination.

AI though

e scence

colour

lisht)

the

(uv

( transmitted light ) and fluor-
of organic matter change with
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maturity the exact caribration varies with the organic
matter type. Generalry such studies are done on one

specific pollen form; however a rough guide to the

maturity of any organic matter can be gained in this
manner. Fron the very dark corouration, rack of
internar structures and low fluorescence, Geoff wood

(pers. comm.) considers the xalladeina kerogen extracts
from around Ll-,000 feet to be rate to overmature. The

GÍdgearpa kerogen sampres appear to be ress mature with
more convincingly fluorescing material.

3 . I KALLADEINA FORIVTATION: SOURCE AND MATURITY CONCLUSIONS

L organic matter within the xalradeina Formation

currently has poor to moderate potential to yield
further hydrocarbons. This may be primarily due

to its relat,ively high level of maturity, having

past the point of peak hydrocarbon generation.

Relict oil shows and some high HI values give an

indication of the originar potentiar of the Floran
aged shale unit in particular. At Gidgealpa it
appears that this unit had been buried before

Cooper Basin sedimentation, to depths equivalent
to those it occupies now.

2

3 Where the Floran aged shale had not

pre-Cooper Basin burial it would

pective source rock.

had this deep

form a pros-
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Kalladeina Fornation Eourced hydrocarbons at
Gidgealpa are likely to be:

A

B

rrOId" olI, sourced before Cooper

deposítion and redistríbuted by

tectonism, and/ot

Basin

later

"New" hydrocarbons, nost likely 9äÊr formed

as a "second crop" of hydrocarbons from the

Floran aged shale buried deeply off the
flanks of the Gidgealpa structure.
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Chapter 4

SEISIIIIC INTERPRETATION

4 . ]. SEISMIC DISPLAY

Prior to the interpretation of the seisrnic data the

polarity and scale of the entire seismic arid hras re-
examined. The L983 seismic data viras chosen as the

standard because it was the most extensive and the non-

SEG polarity version was selected as this polarity
produced the most symmetrical Cadna-owie trough. The

seismic rines were disptayed with a horizontar scare of
20 Traces per Inch because this, combined with a

vertÍcal scale of 5 inches per second, creates a

horizontal to vertical ratio close to l_: l_ at 2.0

seconds ( calculations in Appendix I ) .

The horizontal-to-vertical scale is important in
structurar interpretation and idearty shourd rie crose

to natural scale ( 1: L ) . Most of the Gidgealpa South

seismic arid was redisprayed with the porarity and

scale matching that outlined above.

Twenty of the key seismic rines are incruded as

Encrosures 3 to 22. Both interpreted and uninterpreted
versions of each line are disprayed at a reduced

horizontar scare of 1:2L000 and verticar scare of 3.53

inches per second to reduce bulk.
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4.2 SETSMIC EVENTS

seven discrete seismic events were mapped in this
study ( Tabre 4) . The refrectors vrere alr tied around

the seismic arid, ârthough some rnapped with more ease

than others. The cadna-owie and Toolachee seismic
events have a high degree of reliabitity throughout the
study area. The Tirrawarra and Base cooper uncon-

formity are difficurt seismic events to map but the
good werl contror at these l-evels arlows napping of these

events with moderate confidence.

The mapping of three Kalradeina seismic events varied
from rerativery easy to impossibre in some areas.
where the Karradeina seismic events became impossibre
to follow or could not be tied due to the absence of
seismic line intersectionsr "rimit to interpretabirity"
ís annotated on the maps concerned.

Arl seismic events younger than and incrusive of the
Base cooper unconformity were tied to werrs with
conventional synthetic seismograms. rhis approach was

not immediatery successfur when appried to the Kal-
ladeina sequence because the structurar dip of these

sediments Ís generalry greater t,han 20" and the seismic
events berow the welr on a seÍsmic section require
accurate nigration before they can be correctry arigned
with the lithology in the welr. compounding this
problen was a large faurt within Gidgearpa '.', the werl
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TABLE 4

SEISMIC EVENTS MAPPED IN THI S STUDY

ô

SEISMIC EVENTS

Top Cadna-owie Formation
Top Toolachee Formation
Top Tirrawarra Sandstone
Base Cooper Basin Unconformity
Youngest Kalladeína Reflector
Middle Kalladeina Reflector
OIdest Kalladeina neflector

SEISMIC CHARACTER

Strong Trough
Strong peak
Weak Trough
lVeak Trough

lloderate Trough
Strong Trough

Weak Peak

L05
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used as a "type sectionrr for the synthetic. Figure 5,

showing the chronostratigraphy of the warburton
Sequence at Gidgealpa, also shows that Gidgealpa 7 has

penetrated the greatest thickness of Karradeina
Formation in the Gidgealpa South area. Although a

reasonabre tie to the migrated seismic line passing

through the Gidgealpa 7 weII could be achieved, the

events did not seem to continue far from the welr
location.

4.3 CHARACTER SYNTHETIC

Another approach to defining mappabre seismic events is
to choose a good quarity seismic rine centrar to the

study area and define on it seismic events that appear

strong and continuous. Seismic line B2-MES \Àras

chosen for this purpose and the three intra-Kalradeina
Formation seismic events defined from this rine are

shown on Figure 39. these three events were then

mapped around the study area untit they reached werl
control where thei r identity, in geological terms,

courd be resorved. This approach arrowed the struct-
ural form of the Kalladeina Formation at Gidgearpa to
be napped.

4.4 KALLADEINA EVENTS TDENÈIFIED

Folrowing the recognition of a large fault in Gidgearpa

7, a synthetic seismogram was generated with the faurt
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repeated section removed (Figure 40). rhis tied much

better to the Middre and ordest Karradeina seismic

events at Gidgearpa south. The Middle rárradeina
reflector can be seen t,o tie to the top of a share unit
about L00 feet above the thick Boomerangian age

Iimestone unit with karst potential ( Section 3.5 )

whire the oldest Karladeina refrector ties about 2oo

feet above the Froran age vuggy doromite unit discussed

in Section 3.4.

The Youngest Kalladeina seismic event is only recog-

nised off crest at Gidgearpa south. rt has been eroded

at Gidgearpa 7 and in fact no welrs have penetrated

this seismic event to date.

4.5 MIGRATION OF WARBURTON BASIN SEISMIC EVENTS

Figure 4L shows the rnigration velocities used for line
82-MES and are typicat for sei smic Iines in the
Gidgearpa south area. The base of the cooper sequence

occurs around 2.00 seconds Twr and it can be seen that
velocities are chosen approxinatery every 0.2 seconds

t,hroughout the Eromanga and cooper seguences. rn the

warburton sequence onry one defaurt verocity at 3.oo

seconds of 3900 metres/second is used.

significant improvements to the rnigrated data can be

expected, pârticularly where the warburton sequence

dips up to 20o, if appropriate velocities obtained
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from the weIl cont,rol at Gidgealpa South are applied

to layers of approxímately constant Iithology as

defined by the Karradeina Eormation reflectors mapped

in this report.

Inproved migration would assist in refining the

location of subcrop edges and faults, and produce

hígher quality ties between seismic and weII control.
In this study, the detailed napping of seismic events

within the Kalladeina Formation r^ras done on final
stacked data, in order to avoid nisties resulting from

migration of steep dips. Appendix II shows that a

maximum mistie of about L20 mirriseconds is possibre

between correctry migrated rÍnes in the Gidgearpa south

data set. The migrated Iínes lrrere used extensively
during reconnaissance mapping and structural inter-
pretation.

The time structure maps (Figures 42 to 53) presented in
this report were produced from final stacked data and

the structurar highs tend to be broader and the franks

less steep than a depth-converted nap produced by map

nigration would show. Subcrop edges too, would be

expected to move with rnap nigration, with subcrop edges

on the flanks of the Gidgealpa South dome rnoving updip

of their time map positions.
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4.6 MAPPING

Although seven seismic events were picked and inter-
preted in the study area, eleven maps v¡ere produced for
this report (Figures 42 to 53 and Enclosure 21.

The additionar naps come from the Karradeina Formation

refrectors which are mapped on the upside and downside

of a major thrust fault, producing two maps for each

of the three seismic events. The najor thrust fault,
dipping at 20-30', underlies much of the study area and

a nap of the thrust surface has been included in the

napping suite.
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Chapter 5

STRUCTURÀL STYLE

5.1. GIDGEALPA SOUTH A THRUST SYSTEM

Thi s thesi s presents a new interpretation of the

Gidgealpa South dome as the product of a Ieading

i¡nbricate fan thrust system ( for terninology see Boyer

and EIIiott, L982 and But1er, L982), represented by two

symmetrical, low angle, thrust ramp anticlines. The

interpretation is supported by seisnic mapping, weII

control and computer modelling.

The two anticlines are formed from two separate thrust
inbricate sIíces, one in the southeast of the study

area, the other to the northwest ( seismic Iine on

Figure 39 ) . The imbricate slices are separated by one

major thrust plane that underlies nuih of the study

area. The strike of the rna jor thrust plane is
northeast-southwest ( F igure 47') and i s parallel t,o the

najor faulting of the cMI trend that separates the

Cooper Basin sediments of the Gidgealpa Field from the

much thicker cooper sediments of the patchawarra Trough

t.o the west.

Arthough recognised from the warburton Basin sequence

at Gidgealpa, the thrust system appears to have a

strong ínfluence on the overlying Cooper Basin

sedi¡nents and a more subtle infruence on the structure
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of the overlying Eromanga Basin sediments. This is
demonstrated by the top Toolachee (p) and top Cadna-

owie ( C ) time structure maps ( Figure 43 and '44') . on

both maps a northeast-southwest low trend apparent on

the flanks and the crest of the Gidgealpa South dome,

ef f ectively divides the dome in two, with the rrp,, and

rrCrr crests related to the crests of the Kalladeina

thrust imbricate slices beneath. That this continuity
of structure extends from the Vtarburton Basin, through

the Cooper Basin and into the Eromanga Basin strongly
suggests that the tectonic processes producing
structure in each basin are related. This pattern
would not be expect,ed, for instance, if an extensional

tectonic regime operating during Cooper and Eromanga

Basin deposition had simply overprinted an older,
extinct period of thrusting. One alternative model is
presented below.

The arternative ¡noder invorves episodic reactivation of
the thrust system principally during deposition of the

cooper Basin sediments with differentiar compaction of
the Cooper Basín sediments and perhaps slight thrust
reactivation controrring the Eromanga Basin sediment-

ation and structure. It is envisaged that this
reactivation of thrust faurting within the I{arburton

Basin would be expressed as disharmonious folding in
the overlying sedinents. Decollement or bedding plane

slÍp within the rower cooper Basin sediments wourd have

been required to convert the deep faurt movements into
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folding. This approach would interpret what is
currentry seen as a rarge fault controlling the

drarnatic thickening within the cooper Basin sequence

along the western edge of the Gidgearpa fierds, to have

been the reading edge of a creeping cambrian thrust
i¡nbricate, overriding equivalent cambrian rocks and

forcing the overrying cooper Basin sequence to in turn
onlap, then fold over and, in some cases, to erode from

the creeping i¡nbricate. on the eastern side of the

Gidgearpa fields, a simitar process wourd be operating
with the inportant difference being the rerativery mird
(10") aip slope of the trailfng thrust imbricate.
onrap and erosion can be expected to occur over much

wider zones than on the west.

conventionar thrust system analysis wourd have the

southeastern thrust inbricate formed first, with
failure in its footwarr arlowing the northwestern
thrust irnbricate to f orm next, ,'pÍggybacking" part of
the first thrust i¡nbricate. Figure s4 shows such a

sequence, developed with the aid of an rBM personal

Conputer modelling package called "Thrustramp 2n

(Groshong and usdansky, L9B7l. rn essence, this prograrn

produces an area baranced cross section at naturar
scale (L:1-) according to the geometry derived by Suppe,

L983. the scaled model in Figure s4 atternpts to
repricate the structurÍng seen on seismic rine g2-MEs,

using simÍ1ar bed thicknesses and horizontar movements.

only the deformation wíthin the lrTarburton Basin
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sequence has been ¡nodeIIed, however, as Thrustramp z

cannot model the passive folding of the overlying
cooper and Eromanga Basin sediments. A comparison with
the seismic rine in Figure 39 shows that the geometric

style achieved with the thrust ramp modelling Ís quite
simirar to that imaged by seismic in the warburton

Basin sequence.

Thrust systems in which the faulting proceeds by

hanging walI failure (overstep thrust sequences) are

considered rare but can theoreticalry produce a reading

i¡nbricate fan (Butler, L982). This style of faulting
would produce the same geometry as the piggyback model

at Gidgealpa South. The karsting at Gidgealpa j.9 is
explained better by the overstep model than by the

piggyback nodel ( Figure 27 ) .

5.2 WELL AND sEIsMIc EVIDENCE FoR THRUST FAULTI NG

Section 3.3 and Figures L5 and L7 present the weII

evidence for repeat sections in Gidgealpa 7 and L9 at
Gidgealpa South. In additíon to these, DaiIy (1963)

interpreted two repeat sections within the Karradeina

Formation in the Gidgealpa North dome at Gidgealpa L

soon after this well was drilled (see Figure 4). The

interpretation $ras based on the occurrence of older
trirobite fauna stratigraphicarry above younger fauna.
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The najor thrust fault separating the

slices described in this report can be

ently on the Gidgealpa South seismic

seismic lines are included within the

report that illustrate the major thrust
L6, L8 and 39 ) and a time structure map

surface is shown in Figure 47.

two imbricate

seen consist-

grid. Three

body of the

fault ( Figure

of the thrust

The thrust fault modelling rnay assist the prediction of

the best fractured dolomite reservoir. As a slab of
rock begins to ascend a thrust ramp, a kink band is
formed in the slab above the rarnp-flat join. The kink

band remains stationary relative to the ascending slab

and so aII of the slab that has passed the ranp-flat
join, has to travel through the kink band. In brittle
rock types the effect of Èhe kínk band wouLd be

fracturing, and this could be the origin of the

fractured dolomite reservoí r. At the top of the

thrust rampr the ascending slab of rock passes another

kÍnk band with further fracturing of brittle rock

types. If this model is correct, the most fractured
dolo¡nite would have passed through the most kink bands.

Dolonite that has not passed any kink bands could be

expected to have no fracture reservoir potential.
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Chapter 6

PROSPECTS AND PLAYS

Two Kalladeina Formation prospects ( Gidgealpa 35 and

Gidgealpa 36 ) were drilled in L989 at Gidgealpa South using

the most up-to-date results of this project available at the

tine. Both prospects were the best exanples of their
respective play types at Gidgealpa South and involved a

karst "buried hiII" and a dolo¡nite angular unconformity

trap.

In effect, the karst "buried hiIl" play remains untested

because the well failed to intersect a Iimestone subcrop on

the "buried hiIlr'beneath the base Cooper Basin uncon-

formit,y. The dolomite angular unconformity trap, in
contrast,, was intersected as prognosed, but the trap Iacked

top seal.

One undrí1Ied play type remains at Gidgealpa South. It
involves a dolomÍte reservoir within a thrust fault
inbricate setting. A further play idea involving the

unusual distribution of the Ti rrawarra Sandstone is
postulated in this report.

6.L A BURIED HILL PROSPECT GIDGEALPA 35

P'an (L982') details many oiI f ÍeIds world wide

producing from "buried hi11" structures. Figure 55

illustrates such a structure. The play can be
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described as a palaeotopographical high with reservoir
potential, onlapped and submerged beneath shales or

other sealing lithologies. Although p'an concludes

that carbonates form the best "buried hillr' reservoirs
because they karst and fracture more easily than

clastics, he emphasises that igneous, metamorphic and

sedimentary "basement" rocks should not be disregarded,

as large oil reserves have been recorded within aII of

these.

Section 3.5 described the evidence for Iimestone karst
at Gidgealpa South. Figure 56 shows the palaeotop-

ography at the base of the Cooper Basin sequence or top

Warburton Basin sequence. The palaeo-hiIts are readily
apparent. AIso included on this figure is the subcrop

of the Boomerangian age limestone as mapped from the

niddle Kalladeina Formation seismic reflector. As

mentioned in Section 3.2, however, the Ti rrawarra

Sandstone overlies the Kalladeina Formation in the

southwestern half of the Gidgealpa South dome and would

not provide an effective top seal to a "buried hiIIu
play. The limit to the Tirrawarra SandsÈoner ôs

determined from seismic and well control, is also

included on Figure 56. The palaeo-hi11s to the

northeast of the Tirrawarra Sandstone limit are capped

by lower Patchawarra Formation shales, coals, and thin
sandstones. These Iithologies are Iikely to seal a

Iburied hilIu.
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Gidgealpa 35, r¡¡ith prinary targets in the Cooper and

Eromanga sequences, was deepened to investigate the

buried hiLl play. As shown in Figure 56, the wetl is
situated on a paraeo-hi1r, covered by rower patchawarra

Formation and near where the Boomerangian age rimestone

subcrop was expected. The well did not find the

limestone subcrop, instead the Karladeina Formation

intersected in Gidgealpa 35 appears to correlat,e with
sedi¡nents older than the limestone unit.

By correlation with Gidgealpa L9, the section pene-

trated in Gidgealpa 35 may be thrust over the Boom-

erangian age limestone. rndeed the major thrust faurt
at Gidgealpa South can be projected from adjacent, dip
oríented seismic ries to intersect the upper portion of
the Kalladeina Formation at the Gidgealpa 35 well
Iocation.

Perhaps the above structural interpretatíon is a play

type in itself, but it was not the one the well was

designed to test. If the updip timit of the
Boo¡nerangian age limestone in the Gidgealpa L9 and 35

area' occurs at the major thrust fault and not at the

Cooper/Warburton unconformity then drilling for the

limestone karst beneath a few hundred feeÈ of older
Karradeina Formation sediment rnay be requÍred. rn this
case, the palaeotopography at the base Cooper uncon-

fornity may have tittle relevance and the sealing
quarities of the overthrust Karradeina Formation
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sediments are irnportant rather than those of the basal

Cooper Basin. It is impossible to be sure of this

conclusion and iÈ is recommended that considerat,ion be

given to deepening future weIIs, particularly on the

Gidgealpa L9 and 35 palaeotopographic highs, some 200

feet below the base of the Cooper Basín, to continue

the search for a "buried hill" karst play.

6.2 AN ANGULAR UNCONFORMITY PROSPECT GIDGEALPA 36

The FIoran age vuggy, fractured dolonite unit described

in Section 3.4, dips at approximately 20" to the south-

east in common with the other units of the xalladeina

Formation over ¡nost of the Gidgealpa South dome. Where

this reservoir unit, subcrops and is overlain by

relatively flat lying Cooper Basin sediments, the

potential exists for angular unconfornity traps ( pigure

55). Gidgealpa 36, with primary targets in the Cooper

and Eromanga Basin sequences, Irüas deepened into the

Warburton Basin sequence to test such a play.

Figure 57 shows the time structure map of the oldest

Kalladeina Formation reflector, which in Gidgealpa 7

Iies about 200 feet above t,he top of the dolonite

reservoir unit. The most crestal position on thís

reflector, very near to the subcrop edge, can be seen

to be close to the Gidgealpa 36 location. rncluded on

this Râp, is the northeastern limit to the Tirra!'¡arra

Sandstone, establíshed by Gidgealpa 36. The occurrence
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of the Tirrawarra Sandstone was the reason for the

failure of the well, because although the well inter-

sected the dolomite unit at the unconformity, Iying

directly on top was the porous and permeable Tirrawarra

Sandstone. The result of the well Ís shown with the

inset gamma ray-sonic log signature in Figure 57.

Although there are other sections of the dolonite

reservoir subcropping and overlain by lower Patch-

a$¡arra Formation, the seismic napping shown in Figure

57 indicates that these sections are like1y to be down

dip of the Gidgealpa 36 location and unlikely to have

adequate top seals.

In conclusion, the Gidgealpa 36 well appears to have

been ideally situated to test for the angular uncon-

formity play. The lack of top seal has shown that this
play type is unlikely to be effective at Gidgealpa

South.

6.3 DOLOMITE RESERVOIR IN A THRUSÎ IMBRICATE UNTESTED

PROSPECT

The fractured, vuggy dolonite of FIoran age described

in Sect,ion 3.4 occurs in both the northwest and

southeast thrust i¡nbricate slices. In the northwest

ínbricate slice the dolomite subcrops the Cooper Basin

sediments and forms the angular unconformity play type

described in Section 6.2 above. The dolonite within
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the sout,heast i¡nbricate slice does not subcrop but

rather abuts the najor thrust fault. The play relies
on this dolonite reservoir being sealed actoss the

thrust fault by Kalladeina Formation sediments ( Figure

55). The potential for cross fault seals should be

goodr âs only about L5E of the Kalladeina Formation

penetrated to date has reservoir potential (the Floran

age dolomite and the 1i¡nestone karst), the remaining

858 appears likely to form good seals.

Figure 58 shows a time structure map of the OIdest

Kalladeina reflector as it occurs in the top ( south-

east) thrust imbricate sIice. The reflector is about

200 feet above the dolomite reservoir. The reflector
can be seen to dip to the southeast and the updip

Iinit is shown at the thrust fault surface. The

reflector is not mapped to the northeast because there

are no strike oriented seismic lines to tie the

reflectors observable on the dip Iines. The acquisi-
tion of three seismic lines, as shown on Figure 58

would help to solve this napping problem.

Figure 58 also shows a smalI prospect of the dolomite

thrust imbricate type near the intersection of 82-MES

and 83-GD10, with the 2230 millisecond contour closing

the prospect against t,he thrust f ault. Closures occur

vertically co-incident with this Iocation right through

to the Cadna-owie seismic reflector in the Eromanga

Sequence. The most robust closure occurs at the
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Toolachee leveI and the overlay to Figure 58 demon-

strates its coincidence with the dolomite prospect.

Fracturing is very inportant in providing permeabitity

within the vuggy dolomite unit (see Section 3.4). The

origin of the fractures was discussed in Section 5.2

and !úas ascribed to the kink bands that form during

ramp- f lat thrusting. The untested thrust i¡nbricate

prospect is situated on the crest of a ramp anticlÍne
and would have been subjected to at least two kink band

episodes during formation. So despite a depth of

L2,000 feet, the vuggy dolomite unit is expected to

have good rese rvoi r prope rties at the location.

Gidgealpa L provides an analogyr âs it appears to be

sítuated on the flank of a ramp anticline and conse-

quently to have been subjected to at Ieast one kink

band episode. The vuggy dolonite unit in this we1I

flowed water to surface from L2,700 feet.

Although the small prospect outlined above is the only

one of this type mapped, a much larger "dolomite,
greater imbricate play" appears to lie to the northeast

of the smaIJ. prospect, beyond the Ii¡nit to inter-
pretability. The expected geonetry of the dolonite

reservoir is shown in the inset on Figure 58. Further

seismic (Lines A, B and C Figure 58) is required to
define this play.
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6.4 TIRRAWARRA SANDSTONE DEPOSITIONAL EDGE A NEW PLAY

CONCEPT

In Section 3.2 the distribution of the overlying

Cooper Basin sediments ltas considered from the view

point of providing top seal to the Kalladeina Form-

ation. The Tirrawarra Sandstone was found to directly

overlie the Kalladeina Formation over approxinately

t,wo-thirds of the Gidgealpa South dome and consequently

invalidated one major play type (see Section 6.21. The

di stribution pattern of the Ti rrawarra Sandstone

implies that it has a depositional edge at Gidgealpa

South. nnbayments of this depositional edge along the

flanks of the Gidgealpa High, overlain by Iower

Patchawarra Formation, could form a new play for gas.

Figure 13 shows a time map of the top Tirrawarra

seismic reflector superimposed wit,h the gamma ray log

silhouett.e for the Cooper Basin sequence above the

Kalladeina Formation and below the base Toolachee

unconfornity. The north eastern Tirrawarra deposit-

ional edge as determined from a combination of seismic

and well control is also outlined. A depositional edge

play could be defined on this figure using the L7L0

¡nillisecond contour and closing it against the

depositional edge.

This play is not viable at this location because

Gidgealpa 36 penetrated the strucÈuralIy highest point
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of the embayment and the Tirrawarra Sandstone hras

totally water saturated in this welI. The Gidgealpa 36

result implies that the irregular distribution of sands

and shales within the overlying Patchawarra Formation

does not seal the Tirrawarra Sandstone depositional

edge at this locality.

Gas has been produced from two independent four way dip

closed structures at the Tirrawarra Sandstone leveI in

Gidgealpa South, however, (1: Gidgealpa 7, L6, 33 and

34¡ 2z Gidgealpa 5 and 27) and in both cases, the lower

Patchawarra Formation provides an effective top seaI.

Large areas on the flanks of the Gidgealpa structure

could be prospective for Tirrawarra Sandstone depos-

itional edge pIays. However, play definition will be

difficult on the current seismic data as resolution is
not sufficient for confident mapping of the Tirrawarra

Sandstone. Two experimenÈal seismic lines have been

acquired recently using triaxial geophones and dual

dynanite-vibroseís source at Gidgealpa South (pers.

comm. Andy Ivlitchell, NCPGG). These lines pass over the

Tirrawarra Sandstone depositional edge and may reveal

some subtle seismic signature.
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSIONS ÀND ECONOI{IC IT{PLICATIONS

7.L CONCLUSIONS

Four conclusions emerge fron the thesis which

fundamental to the geology and prospectivity of

pre-Permian at Gidgealpa.

are

the

2

1 Thrust faulting is the controlling influence to

pre-Permian structure at Gidgealpa.

Evidence for thrust faulting comes from wells and

seismic, and includes:

(i) Discordant trilobite fauna in Gidgealpa L (see

Figure 4l-.

( ii ) Repeated strata interpreted from wireline log

signatures in both Gidgealpa 7 and L9 ( see

Figures l-5 and L7l .

(iii) Abrupt dip change seen in dipmeter, core and

seismic ( see Figures l-5 , L6, L7, 18 and 39 ) .

(iv) Seismic imaging of piggybacked thrust

inbricates ( see Figure 39 ) .

(v) Conputer modelling to match the seismic image

(see Figure 54).

The thrust system may have been reactivated during

Cooper and Eromanga Basin deposition (see Section 5.1).

The Tirrawarra Sandstone overlies the pre-Pernian over

nuch of Gidgealpa South and is the conduit for
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hydrological communication with the porous pre-Permian

units beneath.

A consístent correlation within the basal Cooper Basin

sequence was established using:

(i) Dipmeter logs (Figures 7 and 8)

(ii) Thin section petrology (Figures 9 and L0)

(iíí) A persistent gamma ray sonic log marker

( Figure L2l .

The top pre-Permian unit had, in several instances,

been previously misidentified, âs the basal Cooper

Basin unit. The correct interpretation places the

porous Tirrawarra Sands on top of the pre-Permian and

explains the observation that the formation water

chemistry of the Cooper Basin and pre-Permian is
identical ( Figure 11 ) .

The pre-Permian source rocks at Gidgealpa generated oil
prior to Cooper Basin deposition and are noïr late
mature for oil generation and have litt1e remaining oil
potential.

Gas chromatograms of two pre-Permian oil shows

(Figure 30) illustrate that they are unlike any Cooper

Basin oi I s and that one has been substantially
biodegraded. Biodegradation requíres low temperatures

( found at relatively shallow depths of burial ) and must

have occurred before Cooper Basin deposition.
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organic aeochemical results are presented which assess

pre-Permian source rock:

(i) Abundance (972 sarnples < l-8 ToC, Fig 28)

(ii) Quality (90å poor quality, Fig 29,3L,32)

(iii) Maturity (past peak oil generation Fi935,36,37).

The pre-Pernian \¡uggy ôolomite reservoir acquired

fracture perneability as a result of thrusting;

subseguent flushing of this unit by cooper Basin

formation waters may have prevented occlusion of the

fractures by diagenetic processes.

Thin section petrology of the fractured, vugçty dolomite

revealed that:
(i) There is no interparticle porosity to connect

isolated open vugs (Figure 22a)

(ii) Fractures do intersect vugs and wiII provide

perrneability where they are open (Figure 23a)

(iii) Many fractures are open, having onLy rare

freshwater dolonite cement and/or a drusy quartz

cement (Figure 24a).

Using simple assumptions (Section 3.4), the chemical

evolution of the dolomite formation water can be shown

to have favoured porosity retention since ftushing by

Cooper Basin formation waters (Figures 25a and 25b).
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7.2 ECONOMIC IMPLTCATIONS

This thesis identifies three petroleum exploration
plays with reservoirs within the pre-Permian, and a
fourth play with a potential reservoir at the base of

the Cooper Basin sequence.

Playtype 1: A Karst Buried UiIl. Karsting may be

present anywhere that a linestone unit subcrops. trhis

playtype requires that karst development took place

upon a palaeohill anô that the hill was subseguently

covereô by overlying rocks that then acted as both

source for the hydrocarbons and seal for the trap.

Gidgealpa 35 $ras deepened into the pre-Permian to test
this play in May 1989, guided by the most up-to-date

results of this research project. The overlying Cooper

Basin source and seal was present but the pre-Permian

limestone target was not intersected (Figure 56).

The play still holds potential and the deepening of

surrounding Cooper Basin gas development wells by 2OO

feet into the pre-Permian is recommended to refine the

Iocation of the limestone subcrop.
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Playtype 2. Fractured Vuggy Dolonite Sub-Unconfornity

îrap. This playtype reguires that the structurally

highest point along the suÞcrop of the dipping dolomite

unit, be sourceô and sealed by the overlying sedinents.

Gidgealpa 36 hras deepened into the pre-Permian to test
this playtype in October 1989, again guided by the most

up-to-date resuÌts of this research project. The vuggyr

fractured dolomite hras intersected at the crest of the

subcrop edge as prognosed, but there hras no overlying

Cooper Basin sealonly the Tirrawarra Sandstone (Figure

57). There is no further potential for this playtype

at Gidgealpa South.

Playtype 3: À Fractured Vuggy Dolomite Thrust Inbri-
cate. The playtype requires that the dolonite

reservoir is sourced from the pre-Permían and that it
is sealed by a conbination of overlying pre-Permian

shale and pre-Pernian sedinents that are juxtaposed to

the ôolonite across the thrust fault.

A small prospect of this type is mapped from seismic

data and is illustrated in Figure 58. There is
potential for a much larger prospect (cart,oon on Figure

58) but more seismic lines would be required to define

it (Lines A, B and C - Figure 58).
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Playtype 4z Onlap Edge of the Tirrawarra Sandstone.

This playtype requires that the onlap of the Tirrawarra

sanôsto¡e against tbe pre-Pernian hÍgb, is sourced anð

sealeð by the overlying seôinents.

Seismic rnapping of the Tirrawarra Sandstone shows it,

filIing embalrments around the Gidgealpa South dome

frpalaeo-higþ't (Figure 13). Although Gidgealpa 36 found

that the Tirralrarra Sandstone does not, have top seal in

one such embayment, the play concept still holds

potential in other locations at Gidgealpa South and

also Gidgealpa North.
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APPENDIX I

CALCULATION OF SEISMIC LINE DI SPLAY SCALE

HORIZONTÀL SCALE

20 Traces per Inch
37.5 metres (Group interval)
375 netres/inch

VERTICAL SCALE

5 inches per second (TWT)
5000 metres/sec ( interval

veloci ty )
500 n/inch

VERTICAL TO HORIZONTAL RATT o

L9685 + L4764

- L zL47 64

L:1-9685

L.3:L
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APPENDIX II

CALCULATTON OF MAXIMUM MISTIE B ETWEEN MTGRATED DIP
AND STRIKE S ETSM IC LINES

Assume a plane of reflections dipping at 20".

Dipline would nigrate perfectly so if the realevent is at 2.0 seconds below Lhe referencestation, the dipline will show this.
Strike line would not
reflections reaching t
come from a point updi
This time would be les
be calculated by simpl

COS 20" = xm

rate at all and
reference station would
nd at 90o to the plane.
han 2.0 seconds and can
r i gonomet ry.

cos 20"
I seconds

nig
he
pa
st
et

x=2x
= L.8

So the maximum mistie equals 2.0-L.gg

= L20 miltiseconds
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